TRADE CATALOGS IN DEGOLYER LIBRARY

1. AGRICULTURE. A. Buch's Sons Co. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. LAND ROLLERS, LAWN ROLLERS, CORN SHELLERS, WHEELBARROWS, CORN MARKERS, STRAW AND FEED CUTTERS, STEEL AND CAST TROUGHS FOR STOCK, CELLAR GRATES, AND A FULL LINE OF SMALL IMPLEMENTS. (Elizabethtown PA, 1903). 64pp.


5. AGRICULTURE. American Harrow Company. AMERICAN. THE MAKING AND SELLING OF AMERICAN MANURE SPREADERS. (Detroit MI, 1907).


8. AGRICULTURE. Avery Power Machinery Co. AVERY STEEL THRESHERS. BETTER AND SIMPLER. (Peoria IL, circa 1930).

9. AGRICULTURE. B - L - K Milker Company. B - L - K MILKER. (Little Falls NY, circa 1930, 8pp.)


11. AGRICULTURE. Bateman Manufacturing Company. IRON AGE FARM, GARDEN AND ORCHARD IMPLEMENTS. HOME, FARM AND MARKET GARDENING WITH MODERN TOOLS. (Grenloch NJ, 1918).

13. AGRICULTURE. [Bees]. A.I.Root Company. ROOT'S BEE-KEEPER'S SUPPLIES. (Medina OH, 1914, 64pp


15. AGRICULTURE. [Bees]. A.I.Root Company. ROOT'S BEE KEEPER'S SUPPLIES. (Medina OH, [1913]).

16. AGRICULTURE. [Bees]. A.I.Root Company. ROOT SUPPLIES AND APPLIANCES FOR BEEKEEPERS. SUMMER EDITION. (Medina OH, 1919)., 48pp


18. AGRICULTURE. Birdsell Manufacturing Company. BIRDSELL NURSERY RHYMES. ILLUSTRATED. (South Bend IN, circa 1890).

19. AGRICULTURE. Bowker Fertilizer Company. BOWKER'S FERTILIZERS AND STOCKBRIDGE SPECIAL COMPLETE MANURES. (Boston, circa 1910).

20. AGRICULTURE. Bradley Manufacturing Company. BRADLEY'S REVERSIBLE HARROW! THE KING OF HARROWS. (Syracuse NY, 1876)., 4pp

21. AGRICULTURE. C.H.Bidwell Thresher Company. BIDWELL THRESHING MACHINERY. (Batavia NY, 1905). Oblong

22. AGRICULTURE. Cockshutt Plow Company Limited. COCKSHUTT IMPLEMENTS. (Brantford Ontario, circa 1905), 56pp


24. AGRICULTURE. [Corn]. N. Howard Brewer. BREWER'S CORN MANUAL AND CATALOGUE OF VARIETIES. (Hockanum CT, 1911). 8vo

25. AGRICULTURE. Daniels Sulky Plow Co. THE DANIELS PREMIUM PLOW SULKY. ([Albany NY, 1883]).

26. AGRICULTURE. Deere & Company. THE FURROW. VOL. XVI, #2. (Moline IL, Spring 1911). 16pp
27. AGRICULTURE. D.H.Gowing. ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF PRICES. DAIRY APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES. (Syracuse NY, circa 1895-1900).


30. AGRICULTURE. Edward F. Dibble, Seedgrower. DIBBLE'S FARM SEED FACTS 1940. CATALOGUE. (Honeoye Falls NY, 1940)

31. AGRICULTURE. Electric Wheel Company. SOLID METAL WHEELS. (Quincy IL, 1898).

32. AGRICULTURE. Empire Agricultural Works. S.S.Messinger & Son. AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. (Easton & Tatamy PA, circa 1893). Oblong

33. AGRICULTURE. F. E. Myers Bros. MANUFACTURERS OF MYERS FORCE & LIFT PUMPS, AND HAY TOOLS. (Ashland OH, circa 1895).

34. AGRICULTURE. F. E. Myers Bros. MYERS SPRAY PUMPS. (Ashland OH, [1912]) 56pp.

35. AGRICULTURE. Fairbanks-Morse & Co. FAIRBANKS-MORSE SMALL VERTICAL ENGINES. CATALOGUE No. 80 C. (1907).

36. AGRICULTURE. Farmers' Manufacturing Company. MANUFACTURERS OF CYCLONE FEED CUTTERS, BLOWERS AND CARRIERS. (Sebring OH, circa 1905-10)., 16pp.

37. AGRICULTURE. [Fertilizer]. Amor Smith, Proprietor. IMPROVED SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, PREPARED FROM RAW BONE, UNDER THE SUPERINTENDANCE OF ANDREW COE. (Cincinnati, 1867).


40. AGRICULTURE. [Fertilizer]. Paddock, Dean & Co. THE VERMONT RAW BONE SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME. (St. Johnsbury VT, [1868]).

42. AGRICULTURE. F.W. Mann Company. THE PAYING HEN. MANN'S GREEN BONE AND VEGETABLE CUTTERS. (Milford MA, 1902).


44. AGRICULTURE. Gere, Truman, Platt & Co. "WHIPPLE" SPRING-TOOTH SULKY AND FLOATING HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, BROADCAST GRAIN AND GRASS SEEDERS, ETC. (Owega NY, circa 1885).


47. AGRICULTURE. Harman Supply Company. CARBORUNDUM FARM TOOL GRINDER. SEVEN MACHINES IN ONE. (Chicago IL, [1909]), 40pp.


53. AGRICULTURE. International Harvester Company of America. LOW CLOVERLEAF MANURE SPREADERS. (Chicago, [1915]).

54. AGRICULTURE. International Harvester Company. McCORMICK-DEERING LINE. FARM TRUCKS. BUCKEYE. KEYSTONE. MONARCH. SOLID COMFORT.
55. AGRICULTURE. International Stock Food Company. INTERNATIONAL ILLUSTRATED STOCK BOOK. (Minneapolis MN, [1902]).

56. AGRICULTURE. Iron Crib & Bin Co. OUR BOOSTER BOOK. MARSHALL IRON CORN CRIBS AND GRAIN BINS. (Wooster OH, circa 1915-20). 24pp


63. AGRICULTURE. Joseph Dick Agricultural Works. FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTING MACHINERY. (Canton OH, circa 1900) 24pp.


66. AGRICULTURE. Kalamazoo Tank and Silo Co. KALAMAZOO SILO FILLER MEANS QUALITY. PATENT PENDING. 7 KINDS OF WOOD. (Kalamazoo MI, circa 1910-20).
67. AGRICULTURE. Kelly Foundry & Machine Company. TANKS. GOSHEN GALVANIZED STEEL TANKS. (Goshen IN, 1899).

68. AGRICULTURE. Kent Manufacturing Company. JAMES SANITARY COW STALLS. (Fort Atkinson WI, [1909]). 40pp.


72. AGRICULTURE. [Livestock]. Cincinnati Union Stock Yards. COLOR PRINTED ENVELOPE + TYPED LETTER ADDRESSED + THREE SAMPLES OF PRINTED TAGS. (Cincinnati OH, 1907).

73. AGRICULTURE. Louden Machinery Co. CATALOGUE No. 33. LOUDEN HAY TOOLS, BARN DOOR HANGERS, AND HARDWARE SPECIALTIES. (Fairfield IA, 1901). 64pp.

74. AGRICULTURE. Louden Machinery Co. LOUDEN'S SELF-COMPRESSED CENTER TRIP HAY SLING. (Fairfield IA, circa 1895). 12pp.

75. AGRICULTURE. Louden Machinery Company of Canada Ltd. GENERAL CATALOG No. 8. HAY UNLOADING TOOLS. DAIRY BARN EQUIPMENT. HORSE STABLE EQUIPMENT. HOG HOUSE EQUIPMENT. LITTER & FEED CARRIERS. SLIDING DOOR HANGERS. VENTILATING SYSTEMS. (Guelph Ontario, 1928). 208pp.


77. AGRICULTURE. Moseley & Stoddard Manufacturing Company. STODDARD CHURN. 2,000 CHURNS SOLD IN 1882, UP TO SEPTEMBER 1st. (Poultney VT, [1882]). 4pp.

78. AGRICULTURE. New Idea Inc. NEW IDEA MODEL 8 AND MODEL 9 SPREADERS. (Coldwater OH, circa 1920's).
79. AGRICULTURE. Newark Machine Company. THE VICTOR COMBINED MANURE PULVERIZER AND SPREADER AND LIME SPREADER WITH WAGON. (Columbus OH, 1887), 12pp.


81. AGRICULTURE. Papec Machine Company & The Dallman & Cooper Supply Co. PAPEC PNEUMATIC ENSILAGE CUTTERS. FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOG. (Shortsville NY, 1914), 40pp.


83. AGRICULTURE. Port Huron Engine and Thresher Company. PORT HURON SUPPLIES FOR THRESHING MACHINERY, SAW MILLS, GAS ENGINES, ETC. CATALOGUE No. 19. (Port Huron MI, 1911), 80pp.

84. AGRICULTURE. [Poultry]. Buckeye Incubator Co. BUCKEYE STANDARD INCUBATORS. (Springfield OH, 1913), 48pp.

85. AGRICULTURE. [Poultry]. Cyphers Incubator Company. PROFITABLE POULTRY AND EGG PRODUCTION. COMPLETE CATALOGUE. (Buffalo NY, 1913), 244pp.


87. AGRICULTURE. [Poultry]. Cyphers Incubator Company. HINTS TO AID THE BEGINNER IN OPERATING CYPHERS INCUBATORS AND BROODERS. (Buffalo NY, 1903), 32pp.


89. AGRICULTURE. [Poultry]. The Bowker Company. THE EGG. (Boston, 1890), 16pp.


91. AGRICULTURE. P.P.Mast & Co. DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR OF DRILLS FROM BUCKEYE AGRICULTURAL WORKS. MANUFACTURERS OF BUCKEYE GRAIN DRILLS, CULTIVATORS, SPRING TOOTH SULKY HARROWS, PLOW SULKIES,

92. AGRICULTURE. Read and Company. STANDARD BRANDS BONE FERTILIZERS. (Syracuse NY, 1887)., 32pp

93. AGRICULTURE. Richardson Manufacturing Company. PRICE LIST OF EXTRA PARTS OF NEW MODEL TWO HORSE BUCKEYE. (Worcester MA, circa 1885)., 4pp.

94. AGRICULTURE. Richardson Manufacturing Company. WORCESTER MOWERS, RAKES, TEDDERS. (Worcester MA, circa 1910-15)., [16]pp


96. AGRICULTURE. Rock Island Plow Co. TELEGRAPHIC CODE AND PRICE LIST OF DUPLICATE PARTS FOR PLOWS, CULTIVATORS, HARROWS, HAY LOADERS, ETC. (Rock Island IL, 1893, 124pp.


100. AGRICULTURE. Sherman Products Inc. DIGGING HYDRAULICALLY SAVES POWER. (Royal Oak MI & Hubbardston MA, [1951 8pp.


102. AGRICULTURE. [Silos]. Independent Silo C. PROVING THAT A GOOD SILO CAN BE BUILT FOR A LOW PRICE. (St. Paul MN, [1934


105. AGRICULTURE. South Bend Spark Arrester Co. SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE WISER PATENT SPARK ARRESTER. (South Bend IN, 1890).


107. AGRICULTURE. Stover Manufacturing Company. IDEAL FEED MILLS. (Freeport IL, [1906]). 12pp.


111. AGRICULTURE. The Cutaway Harrow Co. CLARK'S CELEBRATED DOUBLE ACTION CUTAWAYS. (Higganum CT, 1905).


119. AGRICULTURE. The Mapes Formula and Peruvian Guano Co. THE MAPES MANURES AND HOW TO USE THEM. (NY, [1905]).

120. AGRICULTURE. The Mason Manufacturing Company. THE CHALLENGE BUTTER MAKER. (Canton OH, 1908).


123. AGRICULTURE. The Richardson Manufacturing Company. THE STANDARD WORCESTER BUCKEYE MOWER. (Worcester MA, [1891]). 2pp

124. AGRICULTURE. The Silver Manufacturing Company. ENSILAGE CUTTER "THOUGHT-STARTERS." VITAL POINTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU PURCHASE. (Salem OH, circa 1910)., 20pp.


127. AGRICULTURE. The Silver Manufacturing Company. FEED CUTTER CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. THIRTY-THIRD EDITION. (Salem OH, 1909)., 104pp..


129. AGRICULTURE. The Westinghouse Company. SEVENTIETH YEAR. WESTINGHOUSE THRESHING MACHINERY. (Schenectady NY, 1905)., 32pp.
130. AGRICULTURE. The Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Co. DOMESTIC CATALOGUE No. 57. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN MOWER KNIVES, HARVESTER SICKLES, MOWER AND BINDER SECTIONS, GUARDS, TWIST DRILLS, WRENCHES, SPRING KEYS AND COTTERS, ETC. ETC. (Chicago IL, circa 1906, 119pp)


134. AGRICULTURE. [Tractors]. International Harvester Company. OWNER'S MANUAL. SETTING UP INSTRUCTIONS. PARTS LIST. McCORMICK-DEERING UNIVERSAL TRACTOR MOWER No. 25-V. (Chicago IL, [1947])., 80pp

135. AGRICULTURE. [Tractors]. Rumely Products Co., Builders of Rumely, Advance and Gaar-Scott Power Farming Machinery. OIL INSTEAD OF OATS FOR FARM POWER FUEL. (La Porte IN, [1912]).


139. AGRICULTURE. Unadilla Silo Company Inc. UNADILLA WATER TUBS, COOLING AND STORAGE TANKS. ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR FARM, FACTORY AND HOME USE. (Unadilla NY, circa 1910-15)., 4pp.

140. AGRICULTURE. Vermont Farm Machine Company. THE "AGOS" IMPROVED IRON FRAME BABCOCK TESTER. HIGHEST AWARD TO ANY TESTER AT THE NATIONAL EXPORT EXPOSITION. (Bellows Falls VT, 1904)., 24pp.

141. AGRICULTURE. Vermont Farm Machine Company. THE WILLIAMS IMPROVED BELLOWS FALLS EVAPORATOR FOR EVAPORATING MAPLE SYRUP. (Bellows Falls VT, [1905])., 16pp.
142. AGRICULTURE. Vermont Farm Machine Company. MILK AND CREAM FRESH AND SWEET. A CREAMER FOR THE SUMMER RESORT - THE COOLEY SYSTEM. (Bellows Falls VT, circa 1900)., 4pp.

143. AGRICULTURE. W. Eddy Plow Company. No. 29. IMPLEMENTS. SULKY PLOWS, CHILLED PLOWS, STEEL PLOWS, SHOVEL PLOWS, HORSE HOES AND MARKERS. (Greenwich NY, circa 1900)., 28pp.

144. AGRICULTURE. W. N. Dunklee. PRACTICAL WORDS FROM PRACTICAL USERS OF THE IMPROVED UNITED STATES CREAM SEPARATORS. (South Vernon VT, [1896]). , 12pp.


146. AGRICULTURE. Walter A. Wood Mowing and Reaping Company. WALTER A. WOOD FARM MACHINERY. (Hoosick Falls NY, early 20th century), 64pp


149. AGRICULTURE. Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Co. AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES. (Cincinnati OH, 1880's), 8pp.

150. AGRICULTURE. Wiard Plow Company. 34TH ANNUAL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. (Batavia NY, 1908), 48pp.


154. AGRICULTURE. Wilder-Strong Implement Company. SILO FILLING AND DRY FODDER SHREDDING MACHINERY CATALOGUE. (Monroe MI, 1905). s, 32pp

155. AGRICULTURE. William Stahl. EXCELSIOR SPRAYING OUTFITS. (Quincy IL, 1890's). Group of mailed items.

156. AGRICULTURE. [Windmills]. The Aermotor Co. PRICE LIST. (Chicago, 1930). Narrow,

157. AGRICULTURE. [Windmills]. The Aermotor Company. THIRTEENTH ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE. WHAT A BUYER SHOULD KNOW ABOUT WINDMILLS. (Chicago IL, 1901)., 40pp


159. AGRICULTURE. W.M.Congdon. SOLE AGENT FOR THE SALE OF BATCHELLER & SONS' BEST BOULD REFINED CAST STEEL HAY & MANURE FORKS, HOES, RAKES, ETC. IN NEW ENGLAND, TO WHOM ALL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE ADDRESSED. (Wallingford VT, 1867)., 4pp.

160. AGRICULTURE. W.O.Hickok. KEYSTONE PATENT FEED CUTTERS. CORN STALK CUTTERS AND GRINDERS. (Harrisburg PA, [1885]). 12pp.

161. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. A. C. Horn Company. ACHIEVEMENT. A.I.A. FILE NUMBER 7. WATERPROOFING AND DAMPPROOFING FLOOR TREATMENTS. (NY, [1931]). (22) leaves,

162. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Aladdin Company. ALADDIN READI-CUT HOMES. NOT PREFABRICATED. (Bay City MI, 1954)., 64pp.


164. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Architects Home Designs. YOUR IDEAL NEW HOME. 57 SELECT DESIGNS FOR COMFORTABLE LIVING. (Providence RI, 1952). 52pp.,

165. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Barber Asphalt Company. DURABLE ROOFS. GENASCO LATITE SHINGLES ARE LOCKED TOGETHER ON THE ROOF. (Philadelphia & elsewhere, circa 1930). broadsheet, approx. 13.75" x 11.75"

BARRETT'S BOOK OF BARRETT'S BRANDS. READY ROOFINGS, TARRED 
FELTS, COAL TAR PITCH, TARVIA, COAL TAR CREOSOTE, ROOF COATINGS 
AND PAINT, BUILDING PAPERS. (NY, 1907), 32pp.

168. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Bird & Son. THE GREATEST 
ROOFING DEVELOPMENT OF THE 20TH CENTURY. (E. Walpole MA, [1913])., 
8pp

169. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Bird & Son. THE BIG IDEA BACK OF 
The 1917 NEPONSET CAMPAIGN. (East Walpole MA, 1917)., [16]pp

170. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Bird & Son. NEPONSET SHINGLES. 

DODSON BIRD HOUSES. YOUR BIRD FRIENDS AND HOW TO WIN THEM. 
(Kankakee IL, 1928).

172. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Brasco Manufacturing Company. 
BRASCO METAL STOREFRONTS. SERIES 500. COPPER AND BRONZE 

173. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Bridges]. John A. Roebling's Sons 
Company. ROEBLING WIRE ROPE AND WIRE. (Trenton NJ, 1931), 278pp.

174. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Bridges]. Lackawanna Bridge Company. 
STOCK LIST. (Buffalo NY, 1920), eleven leaves WITH: Ferguson Iron & Steel Co. 

175. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Bridges]. The Philip Carey Company. 
CAREY ELASTITE ASPHALT PLANK FOR BRIDGE FLOORING AND OTHER 

176. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Burditt & Williams. P & B PAPERS 
FOR INSULATING, BUILDING AND SHEATHING AND CASE LINING. (Boston 
MA, [1900]),

177. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Canton Iron Roofing Co. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. STEEL AND IRON ROOFING, SIDING, AND 
CEILING. ROOF PAINTS, WATER PROOF SHEATHING PAPERS, ETC. (Canton 
OH, [1888]). 40pp

179. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Carrier Air Conditioning Company of America. CATALOG 13. CARRIER AIR WASHERS AND HUMIDIFIERS APPLIED TO PUBLIC OFFICE AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS. WITH NOTES ON HUMIDITY. (NY, 1913). 128pp.

180. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Central Alloy Steel Corporation. THE PATH TO PERMANENCE. THE STORY OF A BETTER SHEET METAL - TONCAN COPPER MOLYBDENUM IRON - ITS PRODUCTION AND USE - WITH REFERENCE TABLES AND SPECIFICATION DATA. (Massillon OH, 1927)., 52pp..


182. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Chicago House Wrecking Company. "A HOME IS WITHIN YOUR REACH NO MATTER HOW LIMITED YOUR INCOME." (Chicago, circa 1905)., 72pp


184. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. David Lupton's Sons Co. AN INVESTMENT IN SPOUTING. (Philadelphia, [1921]),. 12pp.

185. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Dwight Lumber Company. CATALOGUE OF MARLES CARVED MOULDINGS. (Detroit MI, 1901)., 24pp.


188. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Economy Manufacturing Company. SOME EXAMPLES OF THE RECENT USE OF CONCRETE STONE. (New Haven CT, 1907) 18 leaves,


192. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Ellison Bronze Co. Inc. *BRONZE MAUSOLEUM DOORS. *THE TRUTH ABOUT THIS SO-CALLED GENUINE STANDARD 90% COPPER BRONZE. *TRIBUTES IN BRONZE, "THE METAL ETERNAL." (Jamestown NY, [1926-31]). Three booklets, all sized 4" x 9" 56pp.

193. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Flexible Door & Shutter Company. FLEXIFOLD DOORS AND BLINDS. FLEXIBLE WINDING PARTITIONS. (Worcester MA, 1893). Small printed and illustrated mailing envelope, containing a printed unillustrated advertising broadside 5.5" x 14.5".

194. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. F.W.Bird & Son. BIRD NEPONSET PRODUCTS. ROOFINGS OF EVERY BUILDING. BUILDING PAPERS FOR EVERY PURPOSE. (E.Walpole MA, [1910]), 24pp.


196. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Genuine Bangor Slate Co. SLATE AND ITS USES. A HANDY BOOK OF FACTS FOR ALL INTERESTED IN BUILDING. (Easton PA, 1907), 74pp.


200. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. H. Whittemore Brown. GUNSTONE. THE MODERN WAY TO BUILD. (Boston, [1922]). flyer, 4pp.
201. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Habitant Shops Inc. LOG CABINS FOR LAKE, STREAM OR WOODS. ALSO AS GOLF COURSE OFFICES, TOURIST CABINS, PLAY HOUSES. (Bay City MI, [1931]). flyer, 4pp.

202. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Harris Brothers Company. BUILDING MATERIAL. (Cresskill NJ, [1931]), 40pp.

203. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Hartmann-Sanders Company. CATALOGUE No. 53. COLONIAL ENTRANCES OF CHARACTER & DISTINCTION. (Chicago & NY, circa 1920). 40pp..


205. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. H.M.Reynolds Asphalt Shingle Co. REYNOLDS ASPHALT SHINGLES. A SUPERIOR PRODUCT. (Grand Rapids MI, circa 1910-15).


207. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Hydraulic Press-Brick Co. BONDS AND MORTARS IN THE WALL OF BRICK. AN ESSAY ON DESIGN IN PATTERNS FOR BRICKWORK. (St. Louis MO, [1914]). 28pp.


211. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. International Casement Co. Inc. INTERNATIONAL "HOPKINS" WINDOWS. (Jamestown NY, [1931]). 12pp.

212. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Iowa Northwest Clay Products Manufacturers. BRICK AND TILE. WALL COST AND GENERAL DATA. ([Iowa], 1934). 21 leaves printed on rectos.
213. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Iron Clad Manufacturing Company. A DOUBLE IRON FIRE PROOF ROOF. REDUCED PRICE LIST OF OUR METALLIC SLATES OR SHINGLES FOR ROOFING AND SIDING. (NY, [1878])., 4pp


215. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. John W. Kiesling and Son, Inc. DUMBWAITERS AND DOORS. (Brooklyn NY, 1939), 24pp.

216. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Johns-Manville Company. THE HOME IDEA BOOK. 1939 EDITION. HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY IN BUILDING, REMODELING, DECORATION, MAINTENANCE. (NY, 1939), 56pp.

217. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Johns Manville. IF YOU HAVE J-M REGAL ROOFING ON THE HOUSE, BARNS, ETC. IT WILL KEEP THEM DRY IN ALL KINDS OF WEATHER. (Np, circa 1910). EXCELLENT DIE CUT PROMOTIONAL ITEM IN THE SHAPE OF A HOUSE, single stiff sheet, cut, with folding flaps, etc. Printed in red & black.


221. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. L. Grossman’s Sons Inc. HERE COMES GROSSMAN’S TO IT YOURSELF CATALOG. (Quincy MA, 1940’s), 110pp.


229. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Landscape Architecture]. Bronxville Nurseries. A.W.Wadley, Proprietor. SPECIFICATIONS OF BRONXVILLE NURSERIES PATENTED TREE MOVER. (Yonkers NY,[1929]). Small broadsheet, 6" x 14"


238. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Leo Popper & Sons. LEAD ORNAMENTS. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. (NY, 1913)., 12pp.

239. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. M & M Wood Working Company. 5 GREAT MALARKEY PLYWOODS. INSIDE ARE ACTUAL SAMPLES OF THE REAL WOOD. (Portland OR, 1952). - each 8" x 1.875".

240. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Merchant & Company. THE STAR VENTILATOR. SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. FOR VENTILATION OF CHURCHES, SCHOOL HOUSES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF VARIOUS KINDS, RESIDENCES, KITCHENS, OUT-HOUSES, STABLES, ETC. ETC. (Philadelphia, [1891]). 20pp


242. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Milcor Steel Company. MILCOR ANNOUNCES A LINE OF METAL BASES, WINDOW TRIM WITH EXPANSION WINGS. CATALOG 100. (Milwaukee WI, circa 1930)., 20pp

243. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Millwork]. Henry Klein & Co. DRIWOOD PERIOD MOULDINGS IN ORNAMENTED WOOD. THE STORY OF DRIWOOD MOULDINGS. (NY, 1929) 28pp

244. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Millwork]. Iroquois Millwork Corporation. CATALOG NUMBER 102. IROQUOIS-MORGAN WOODWORK. (Albany NY, 1942). 168,


248. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. [Millwork]. Roddis Lumber & Veneer Company. RODDISH FLUSH DOORS. (Marshfield WI, [1929]). 42pp..


260. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. National Stone Tile Corporation. STONE-TILE. INFORMATION FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS. (San Francisco and NY, [1926]). 16pp


262. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. National Fire Proofing Company. NATCO DOUBLE SHELL LOAD BEARING TILE. STOPS MOISTURE WHERE IT STARTS. (Pittsburgh PA, 1927


264. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. National Stone-Tile Corporation. BUILD WITH STONE-TILE. A HOLLOW CONCRETE BRICK OF NATIONALLY STANDARDIZED QUALITY. (San Francisco CA, circa 1920).


266. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. National Fire Proofing Company. NATCO TEX-TILE DOUBLE SHELL LOAD BEARING. (Pittsburgh PA, 1928


271. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Penn Metal Ceiling and Roofing Company. CATALOGUE OF ROOFING, SIDING, CORNICES & RIDGING. (Boston MA, 1906-1907).


280. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Sears, Roebuck & Co. MODERN HOMES. (Chicago IL & Newark NJ, 1938), 64pp.


282. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Steel Frame House Company, a Subsidiary of McClintic Marshall Corp. HOW TO BUILD WITH MAC-MAR STEEL FRAMING. (Pittsburgh PA, 1930), 16pp.

283. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Steel Frame House Company, Subsidiary of McClintic-Marshall Corp. ERECTING MAC-MAR STEEL FRAMING. A MANUAL FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS PRESENTING ECONOMICAL  

284. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Stevens Stone Company. C.W.Stevens, President. LITHOLITE. A MANUFACTURED, BUT NOT AN ARTIFICIAL STONE, POSSESSING, AS A BUILDING MATERIAL, ALL THE GOOD QUALITIES OF ORIGINAL STONE WITH SPECIAL MERITS OF ITS OWN. (Chicago IL, 1900, [24]pps


289. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Sykes Metal Lath and Roofing Co. SYKES METAL LATH FOR ALL PURPOSES. (Niles OH, ca. 1915-20), 20pp. e.

290. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Alpha Portland Cement Company. CONCRETE IN THE COUNTRY. (Easton & Philadelphia PA, 1910) 112pp..


297. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Barrett Company. BETTER HOMES FROM OLD HOMES. HOW TO MAKE YOUR OLD HOUSE MORE COMFORTABLE, MORE ATTRACTIVE, AND WORTH MORE MONEY. (NY, 1924) 16pp.

298. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Better Homes Company. HOW TO PLAN AND FINANCE YOUR HOME. PRIZE WINNING HOUSE DESIGNS. VETERAN'S HOME FINANCING EXPLAINED. SOLAR HEATING INFORMATION. NEW "FOURSOME" BATHROOMS. (Topeka KS, 1945), 32pp.

299. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Barrett Co. Ltd. *BARRETT EVERLASTIC RUBBER ROOFING. *BARRETT EVERLASTIC SINGLE SHINGLES. *BARRETT EVERLASTIC SLATE-SURFACED ROOFING. *BARRETT EVERLASTIC MULTI-SHINGLES. (Various locations, 1921), 16pp.

300. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Casement Hardware Co. THINGS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT CASEMENT WINDOWS. (Chicago IL, 1924) 20pp.


308. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Majestic Company. MAJESTIC VERTI-FOLD DOOR. (Huntington IN, [1930]), 8pp.


310. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Philip Carey Company. EIGHT REASONS WHY. (Cincinnati OH, [1912])

311. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. The Radford Architectural Company. THE RADFORD AMERICAN HOMES. 100 HOUSE PLANS. PRICE $1.00. (Chicago, [1903]).


313. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Vancouver Plywood & Veneer Company. ART-PLY, THE INLAID PLYWOOD. (Vancouver WA, [1936]).


316. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION. Waldo Bros. and Bond Company. CATALOG G. BUILDING MATERIALS. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT. (Boston, [1920]). 407pp.


319. AUTOMOBILES. Chrysler Corporation. ALL ABOUT YOUR NEW PLYMOUTH. (Detroit MI, 1956)., 32pp


321. AUTOMOBILES. Empire Motor Car Company. EMPIRE MOTOR CARS. MODEL C - 1911. OPERATION, CARE AND LIST OF PARTS. (Indianapolis IN, 1911). 26pp

322. AUTOMOBILES. Ford Motor Company. FORD DIVISION PRESENTS A PRIVATE ADVANCE PREVIEW OF 59 FORDS TO STOCKHOLDERS. (Detroit MI, [1958]).

323. AUTOMOBILES. Four Wheel Drive Auto Co. INSTRUCTION BOOK. MODEL B. THREE TON F.W.D. (Clintonville WI & Kitchener ON, 1926)., 44pp.


325. AUTOMOBILES. [France]. *FROM FRANCE.. THE TRADITIONAL EXCELLENCE OF.. PEUGEOT. *Ditto, '403’ STATION WAGON. *WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY ABOUT RENAULT. (Np, [1959]). Three fine period pieces


330. AUTOMOBILES. National Auto Supply Co. AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES. (NY, [1915]). 64pp.


332. AUTOMOBILES. Remy Electric Company. *REMY MODEL 165 IGNITION GENERATOR STARTING MOTOR. DESCRIPTION, INSTALLATION, AND
OPERATION. REMY MODEL O GENERATOR. SIX VOLT SYSTEM.
DESCRIPTION, INSTALLATION, AND OPERATION. REMY MODEL OB

333. AUTOMOBILES. The Eisemann Magneto Company. DESCRIPTION OF THE
CONSTRUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF TYPE EM
DUAL FOR 4 AND 6 CYLINDER MOTORS. (Brooklyn NY, [1914]). 24pp.

334. AUTOMOBILES. The Perfection Heater and Manufacturing Company. PERFECTION
MOTOR CAR HEATERS. THE HEAT IS THERE-WHY NOT USE IT? (Cleveland OH, ca
1920).

335. AUTOMOBILES. [Tires]. Comptoir d'Innovations pour Automobiles. THE
DELPEUCH MECHANICAL TYRE INFLATOR. (Paris & New York, circa 1905-10).
12pp.

336. AUTOMOBILES. [Tires]. The Continental Caoutchouc Company. CONCERNING
IMPORTED CONTINENTAL TIRES. (Hanover German & NYC, [1905]). 24pp

337. AUTOMOBILES. [Trailers]. C.M.Hoof Company. SPRING CATALOGUE.
MOBILE HOME SUPPLIES. TRUCK AND TRAILER BODY PARTS. TRAVEL
TRAILER PARTS. TRANSPORTATION FABRICS. (Evanston IL, 1965), 144pp

338. AUTOMOBILES. [Trailers]. Hammerblow Tool Company. TRAILER BUILDERS'
GUIDE. PUBLISHED BY THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND BEST MANUFACTURER
OF TRAILER AXLES, HITCHES AND PARTS. (Wausau WI, [1939), 24, ii pp.

339. AUTOMOBILES. [Trucks]. Reo Motor Car Company. IN THE BUSINESS OF
FARMING IT PAYS TO OPERATE THE SPEED WAGON. (Lansing MI, 1922),

340. AUTOMOBILES. Western Auto Stores. AUTO OWNERS' THRIFT BOOK.
([Boston, 1936]), 152pp.

341. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Arnold Constable. PREVIEW. FALL ISSUE. (NY, 1951).

342. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Bailey Rubber Co. EVERYTHING IN RUBBER
 GOODS AND WATERPROOF CLOTHING. (Boston, 1905). 96pp!

343. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Bellas Hess & Co. CATALOGUE No. 93. FALL AND

344. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Bound Collection, including: *E. BUTTERICK &
CO'S QUARTERLY REPORT AND METROPOLITAN (Sept. 1870), pp. (130)-260;
*James McCall & Co., CATALOGUE OF BAZAR PATTERNS (NY, 1871), printed
wrappers, 32pp; E. BUTTERICK & CO'S METROPOLITAN, NEW YORK FASHIONS (Oct. 1870); pp. (193)-256.


347. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. C. F. Hovey & Co. HAVE YOU SEEN THE SPECIAL SPRING OFFERINGS IN OUR DAYLIGHT SHOPS? HAND MADE AND MACHINE MADE LINGERIE, UNDERSILKS, PETTICOATS, APRONS, CORSETS, AND BRASSIERES, AT NEW LOW PRICES. (Boston, early 20th century).


349. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Day, Callaghan & Company Cloak Manufacturers. LADIES CLOAKS. (Boston: 30 Summer Street, 1887). Three part, stiff postal card mailer.

350. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Deimel Linen-Mesh System Co. ABOUT THE DR. DEIMEL UNDERWEAR. (Washington DC, [1901]). 16pp

351. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. E. Butterick & Co. WINTER, 1876-'77. (NY, 1876). 32pp.


353. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. E. Butterick & Co. CATALOGUE. SPRING, 1873. PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 555 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. (NY, 1873), 32pp.

354. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. E. E. Spencer & Co. PATENT UNIVERSAL ANKLE SUPPORTER. MANUFACTURED BY R. H. GOLDEN, SOUTH NORWALK, CONN. (NY, [1887]).


359. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Florida Fashions Inc. FLORIDA FASHIONS. AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL STYLES FOR THE LEAST MONEY! (Orlando FL, [1957]).


361. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. [Fur]. Maibach & Ehlers, Exporters of Raw Furs. [PRICE LIST]. (NY, Jan. 5th, 1910). paper flyer, with original mailing envelope

362. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. George W. Simmons & Son. OAK HALL PICTORIAL. OAK HALL CLOTHING HOUSE. GENTLEMEN'S, YOUTH'S & LITTLE CHILDREN'S READY MADE CLOTHING, FURNISHING GOODS, HATS, CAPS, ETC. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. (Boston, circa 1875). [32]pp..

363. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Greenhut, Siegel Cooper Co. NEW YORK STYLES. SPRING AND SUMMER. (NY, 1913). 192, ii pp.


371. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. H.W. & I. Schwab Textile Corp. REGULATION ARMY OFFICERS DRESS AND SERVICE WEAR. WEST POINT UNIFORM FABRICS. (NY, 1940-41). 19.75" x 13.75"


373. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. International Tailoring Company. "WHAT'S INSIDE?" .."OUTARD APPEARANCES COUNT FOR A LOT NOWADAYS." (NY & Chicago, circa 1910-15). mailing flyer addressed, containing an illustrated broadsheet,


377. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. International Tailoring Company. "GET NEXT." (NY & Chicago, ca. 1910-15). six pages, each,

378. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. International Tailoring Company. REFLECTIONS. (NY and Chicago, circa 1910-15). four folding out panels (the first is a die cut figure of a lady, looking at her mirror image.


380. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. J. Taylor's Bazaar. FALL PRICE LIST. FURS, MILLINERY, STRAW, FANCY GOODS, ETC. (NY, 1875)., 24pp..

381. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. J.M.Stein & Company. ESSENTIALS. (Washington DC, circa 1910-20). four panels per side, and bearing a full set of six mounted illustrations
395. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Morrison-Ricker Mfg. Co. GRINNELL 'RIST-FIT' GLOVES. (Grinnell IA, circa 1910), 12pp


401. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. National Cloak and Suit Company. ANNIVERSARY SALE OF CLOAKS AND FURS FOR LADIES, MISSES AND GIRLS. NEW YORK'S LATEST STYLES AT BARGAIN PRICES. (NY, 1907), 16pp.


403. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. National Cloak and Suit Company. THE NATIONAL MONEY SAVING STYLE BOOK. FALL AND WINTER. (NY, 1924-1925), 428pp

404. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Perry, Dame & co. FALL AND WINTER 1921-1922. BARGAIN BOOK OF NEW YORK STYLES. (NY, 1921), 138pp.

405. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Pictorial Review Company. PARIS MODELS. MAINBOCHER, JANE REGNY, VIONNE, CHANEL, MIRANDE, LYOLENE, BRUYERE, REDFERN, LANVIN, JANE. SELECTIONS FROM THE SMARTEST CREATIONS OF PARIS COUTURIERS ADAPTED FOR PICTORIAL PRINTED PATTERNS. (Paris, 1940's).


410. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Slattery's. ANNIVERSARY SALE IN THE SLATTERLY MANNER. (Brooklin, Boston & Wellesley MA, 1950's). 16pp..


412. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. Strauss Brothers, Master Tailors. EXCLUSIVE FASHIONS. FALL AND WINTER 1915-1916. (Np, 1915


415. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. The Bedell Company. NEW YORK STYLES. SPRING AND SUMMER 1919. (NY, 1919). 178, iv pp..

416. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. The Bedell Company. NEW YORK SPRING STYLES 1914. (NY, 1914). 64pp..


419. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. The Butterick Publishing Co. CATALOGUE OF FASHIONS FOR SPRING 1897. (London and NY, 1897)., 48pp

420. CLOTHING & FASHIONS. The Crosby Frisian Fur Company. CATALOGUE. (Rochester NY, ca. 1910), 47, i pp.


428. CULINARY. [Beverages]. Cordley & Hayes, Cooler Headquarters. XXth CENTURY ORANGEADE COOLER. THE SILENT SALESMAN. (NY, [1921]).

429. CULINARY. [Beverages]. H. Whiteway & Co. Ltd. WIDDICOMBE FAIR. ILLUSTRATIONS, WORDS & MUSIC. (Whimple, Devon, England, [1934]). 12pp


431. CULINARY. [Beverages]. S. S. Pierce & Co. WHOLESALE PRICE LIST. (Boston, April 1891)., 4pp


434. CULINARY. Buffalo Silent Cutter Co. COMPLETE PRICE LIST. CHOPPERS, ETC. (Buffalo NY, circa 1900)., 24pp.
435. CULINARY. Chicago Novelty Supply Company. MANUFACTURERS OF KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD NOVELTIES FOR AGENTS' TRADE (Chicago, 1896). 8pp


437. CULINARY. [Chocolate]. Walter Baker & Co. Ltd. GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900. CHOICE RECIPES. By Miss Maria Parloa & Miss Elizabeth K. Burr. (Dorchester MA, 1900).

438. CULINARY. [Coffee & Tea]. American Metal Ware Co. HOT WATER & COFFEE URNS. ELECTRIC HEATERS AND OVENS. SODA FOUNTAIN & BAR SUPPLIES. CATALOGUE No. 5. (Chicago IL, circa 1910-20). 40pp.


441. CULINARY. [Coffee & Tea]. Huntley Manufacturing Company. *CATALOG No. 64. MONITOR COFFEE MACHINERY. *Ditto, CATALOG No. 66. *SUPPLEMENTARY TO CATALOGUE No. 64, MONITOR COFFEE ROASTING, COOLING AND STONING MACHINERY. (Silver Creek NY, 1920-21). 20pp.

442. CULINARY. [Coffee & Tea]. Jabez Burns & Sons. BURNS EQUIPMENT. (NY, generally circa 1917).

443. CULINARY. Detroit Stove Works. COOK WITH GAS. A BOOKLET OF HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS ON THE USE OF GAS FOR COOKING PURPOSES. ALSO A COLLECTION OF VALUABLE RECIPES AND SPECIAL MENUS FOR DAILY MEALS. ILLUSTRATED. (Detroit MI, circa 1915). 32pp.


445. CULINARY. E. Herzog. SPEZIAL-PREISLISTE MASCHINEN UND APPARATE ZUR GEMUSER- UND OBSTVERWERTUNG. (Leipzig-Reudnitz, circa 1906-09, 98pp)


449. CULINARY. George V. Hecker & Company. PRICE LIST No. 250. (Boston, 1879).

450. CULINARY. Geuder & Paeschke Manufacturing Company. CATALOGUE. (Milwaukee WI, 1892), 256pp.


452. CULINARY. H. M. Hillson & Co. MANUFACTURERS OF TINWARE, OIL AND GAS STOVES AND HEATERS, ETC. (Somerville MA, 1905). Group of four ephemeral items:

453. CULINARY. Landers, Frary & Clark. THE "UNIVERSAL" BREAD MAKER. (New Britain CT, 1905), 24pp.

454. CULINARY. Malleable Iron Range Co. COOKING UTENSILS AND KITCHEN FURNITURE. (Beaver Dam WI, circa 1900). 8pp.

455. CULINARY. Manning, Bowman & Co. RECIPES FOR THE CHAFING DISH. (Meriden CT, circa 1900). 32pp.

456. CULINARY. McArthur, Wirth and Company. BUTCHERS' AND PACKERS' TOOLS AND MACHINERY. CATALOGUE "A." (Syracuse NY, 1900, 84pp.

457. CULINARY. Revere Copper and Brass Inc. REVERE SOLID COPPER WARE. (Rome NY, [1934-35]). 20pp.


460. CULINARY. Richardson & Boynton Company. PERFECT GRATES. PERFECT FRENCH RANGES. Etc. (NY, circa 1900), 80pp.

461. CULINARY. Silver & Company. CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT No. 1. ILLUSTRATED LIST OF NEW GOODS SUPPLEMENTARY TO SEPTEMBER '94 CATALOGUE. (Brooklyn NY, 1895), 34pp.

462. CULINARY. Thatcher's Sugar of Milk Baking Powder. HOW TO TEST BAKING POWDER, ILLUSTRATED AND EXPLAINED. BOILING WATER TEST. WITH DESCRIPTION OF. Edited by H. D. Thatcher, M.D. (Potsdam NY, [1892]). 24pp.


467. CULINARY. The G. S. Blodgett Company. OVENS THAT BAKE BY A NEW PRINCIPLE OF HOT AIR CIRCULATION. FOR BAKERS, HOTELS, SANITARIUMS, CONFECTIONERS, RESTAURANTS, STEAMSHIPS, ETC. (Burlington VT, ca. 1900).


469. CULINARY. The Murray Iron Works Co. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF SPECIAL MACHINERY FOR BUTCHERS AND PACKERS, INCLUDING ENGINES & BOILERS AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY. (Burlington IA, circa 1890-1900). 64pp.
470. CULINARY. Wolf, Sayer & Heller. SAUSAGE CASINGS, BUTCHER SUPPLIES, MARKET FIXTURES. PURE SPICES, PRESERVATIVES, MACHINERY, ETC. (NY, 1900).

471. ENGINEERING. Contractors' Equipment Register. 1920 EDITION. A COMPLETE CLASSIFIED & INDEXED BUYING REFERENCE FOR CONTRACTORS. (Chicago, 1920).


476. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. F. Stary & Sons. MANUFACTURERS OF AUTOMATIC SIPHONS FOR FLUSHING SEWERS, SEPTIC TANKS, ETC. MANHOLE RINGS AND COVERS, LAMPHOLE RINGS AND COVERS, CATCH BASINS, SEWER CAPS, ETC. (Cedar Rapids IA, circa 1910), 12pp.


482. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. Merritt & Company. SEWERAGE AERLOCKS. PROGRESS IN SEWAGE TREATMENT. (Philadelphia, 1908
483. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. Municipal Engineering & Contracting Co. CHICAGO SEWER EXCAVATOR. (Chicago IL, [1909]).


485. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. Pacific Flush Tank Company. AUTOMATIC, INTERMITTENT FLUSH TANK SIPHONS WITHOUT MOVING PARTS.. FOR FLUSHING STREET SEWERS. (Chicago IL, [1907]). 24pp


491. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. The De La Hunt Flush Tank Co. THE DE LA HUNT AUTOMATIC SIPHON FOR FLUSHING SEWERS. (Cedar Rapids IA, 1901). 16pp

492. ENGINEERING. [Municipal Waste]. The Duplex Manufacturing & Foundry Co. DUPLEX STREET DRAINAGE GOODS. (Cleveland OH, 1910)..


495. ENGINEERING. [Public Safety]. Ready Made Sign Co. Inc. READY MADE SIGNS FOR SAFETY. SERVING THE HEART OF INDUSTRY FOR OVER 50 YEARS. (NY, [1955]).

496. ENGINEERING. [Railroads]. Illinois Steel Company. RAILS AND ANGLE BARS. (Chicago IL, 1926)., 146 leaves.

497. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. Acme Road Machinery Co. CATALOGUE No 14-A. ROAD ROLLERS AND ROLLER EQUIPMENT. (Frankfort NY, 1927)., 48pp.

498. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. Acme Road Machinery Co. CATALOGUE No 9. GENERAL CATALOGUE. ROAD BUILDING MACHINERY. CONTRACTORS' AND TOWNSHIP SUPPLIES. (Frankfort NY, circa 1908-10)., 128pp.


504. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. Koppel Industrial Car and Equipment Co., owned by Pressed Steel Car Co. INFORMATION ON GOOD ROAD CONSTRUCTION. CATALOG No. 100. A REFERENCE BOOK AND GUIDE ON THE MOST MODERN AND EFFICIENT HAULING SYSTEM FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF GOOD ROADS. (Koppel PA, ca. 1915)., 48pp.

505. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. Ohio Valley Rock Asphalt Co. KENTUCKY BIRUTOC ROCK ASPHALT. (Louisville KY, [1931])., 20pp.


509. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. The Barrett Company. TARVIA. GOOD ROADS AT LOW COST. TARVIA. PRESERVES ROADS - PREVENTS DUST. (NY and elsewhere, [1915]), 48pp.


511. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. The Barrett Company. TARVIA - KP. A HANDY VEST-POCKET BOOKLET SHOWING EACH STEP IN PATCHING A ROAD WITH TARVIA-KP. (NY, [1922]), 16pp.

512. ENGINEERING. [Road Building]. The Philip Carey Mfg. Co. CAREY ELASTITE EXPANSION JOINT. IN ROADS (STREETS, DRIVEWAYS, SIDEWALKS AND PAVED AREAS OF CONCRETE, BRICK, GRANITE BLOCK OR WOOD BLOCK), IN BRIDGES (RETAINING WALLS, DAMS, RESERVOIRS, SWIMMING POOLS, STADIUMS, ROOFS, FLOORS, AND OTHER STRUCTURES). ELIMINATES EXPANSION TROUBLES. (Cincinnati OH, [1924]). 71pp.


514. ENGINEERING. [Screening]. The Ludlow-Saylor Wire Company. GETTING RESULTS WITH LUDLOW-SAYLOR SCREENS. A SUMMARY OF AMERICA'S LATEST EXPERIENCE IN SCREENING PRACTICE AND SCREEN-CONTROL OF PROCESS OPERATIONS. (St. Louis, 1927), 190pp.

515. ENGINEERING. The Hartford Contractors Supply Co. CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS. (Hartford CT, circa 1920), 124pp.

516. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Briggs & Co. PATENT TRANSFERRING PAPERS. PATENTED FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. A WARM IRON PASSED OVER THE BACK OF THESE PAPERS TRANSFERS THE PATTERN TO ANY FABRIC. (NY, circa 1885-1890).

517. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Charles Peake & Co. CATALOGUE OF GIBBS' TURKISH RUG PATTERNS. (San Francisco CA, circa 1880).
518. FABRICS & TEXTILES. [Cleaning Agents]. Geo. T. Johnson. UNPARALLELED ON EARTH! A GRAND SUCCESS! JOHNSON'S ERADICATOR. EXTRACT OF SOAP TREE BARK. MADE FROM THE "QUILLAIA BARK" A PRODUCT OF SOUTH AMERICA, PRINCIPALLY IN CHILI." (Chicago, circa 1900).


524. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Frederick Herrschner. CATALOGUE NUMBER ELEVEN. EMBROIDERIES AND FANCY GOODS. (Chicago IL, 1912). 176pp

525. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Geo. A. Clark and Brother. CLARK'S STANDARD COLOR CARD. CLARK'S O.N.T. SPOOL COTTON. ([East Newark NJ, early 20th century]).

526. FABRICS & TEXTILES. H.B.Bennett & Co. RECEIPTS FOR COLORING. DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF DESIGNS. RETAIL PRICE LIST AND DIRECTIONS FOR DRAWING BENNETT'S COLORED RUG PATTERNS. (Portland ME, circa 1890).

527. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Henry Hesse. CATALOGUE No. 68. (NY, 1903). 64pp.

528. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Maison Th. de Dillmont. TARIF DU COMPTOIR ALSACIEN DE BRODERIE. TARIF E - SANS ENGAGEMENT. (Alsace France, 1898). 32pp


531. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Martin Zittlosen. PRICE LIST OF.. TENTS, WAGON COVERS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, FLAGS, WATER PROOF OIL CLOTHING, PATENT SEAT AWNINGS, ETC. (St. Louis MO, circa 1890). 4pp..


533. FABRICS & TEXTILES. Merrick Thread Company. "EVERY LADY SHOULD USE MERRICK'S SIX CORD SPOOL COTTON, 200 YARDS. FOR HAND OR MACHINE SEWING."


537. FABRICS & TEXTILES. The F.P.Robinson Co. ADJUSTABLE COVER. PATENTED JANUARY 12, 1886. (Boston, 1886).

538. FENCING. Adam's Steel and Wire Works. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. (Joliet IL, circa 1900). 8vo, stiff printed wrappers, [ii], 46pp.

539. FENCING. American Steel and Wire Company. AMERICAN STEEL FENCE POSTS IN ACTUAL USE. (NY, [1912]). 20pp.


542. FENCING. Anchor Post Iron Works. GOOD FENCES. (Garwood NJ, 1922).


546. FENCING. Check-R-Board Fencing. CHECK-R-BOARD FENCING. USED BY ARCHITECTS AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS TO ENHANCE THE BEAUTY OF LAWNS AND GARDENS. (Philadelphia, 1929), 8pp.

547. FENCING. Coiled Spring Fence Company. COILED SPRING FARM FENCE, POULTRY FENCE AND GATES. (Winchester IN, 1920's), 32pp.

548. FENCING. Consolidated Steel and Wire Co. CATALOGUE AND NAIL LIST. (NY, 1897), 20pp.


553. FENCING. Huron Cedar Shop. ECONOMY BRAND OF HURON RAIL FENCE. (Alpena MI, [1931]). 12pp.

554. FENCING. Ohio Post Mold Company. MOLDS FOR CONCRETE FENCE POSTS. (Toledo OH, [1913]), 24pp.

555. FENCING. Page Steel & Wire Company. PAGE AMERICAN INGOT IRON FENCE. GALVANIZED SMOOTH WIRE, BARBED WIRE, FARM AND LAWN GATES, WIRE LINK FABRIC, SPECIAL FENCES. (Various locations, circa 1916). 76pp

556. FENCING. Pittsburgh Steel Co. CATALOGUE OF PITTSBURGH PERFECT ELECTRICALLY WELDED FENCES. (Pittsburgh PA, 1912), 48pp.
557. FENCING. Robert C. Reeves Co. ENGLISH PORTABLE HURDLE FENCING FOR HORSES, COWS, SHEEP, PIGS AND GENERAL USE. (NY, 1921), 8pp.

558. FENCING. Robert C. Reeves Co., Importer. DUBOIS WOVEN WOOD FENCE. MADE IN FRANCE. (NY, circa 1915), 8pp.

559. FENCING. Rusticraft Fence Company. RUSTICRAFT ENGLISH HURDLE FENCE. (Malvern PA, circa 1930), 40pp.

560. FENCING. The Barclay Company. MAKE YOUR PROPERTY MORE ATTRACTIVE WITH ENGLISH HURDLE FENCE. (NY, circa 1930), 16pp.

561. FENCING. The Brown Fence & Wire Company. SUPPLEMENT TO OUR 1909 CATALOGUE. FACTORY PRICES. RUST PROOF. (Cleveland OH, [1908]), 24pp.


563. FENCING. Union Fence Company. MANUFACTURERS OF UNION LOCK POULTRY FENCE, M.M.S. FIELD AND CATTLE FENCES, UNION LOCK FENCE AND HOG FENCES, UNION LAWN FENCE, GATES, POSTS AND RAIL (De Kalb IL, 1901), 40pp.


565. FENCING. Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. WICKWIRE SPENCER CHAIN LINK FENCES. (NY, [1926]), 62pp.

566. FURNITURE. American Seating Company. FURNISHINGS OF MODERN CHURCHES. (Chicago IL, circa 1930).

567. FURNITURE. [Arts & Crafts]. O. A. Hale & Company. HOW TO MAKE ART BRASS FOR MAKING CANDLE AND LAMP SHADES, JARDINIERES, FERN DISHES, BOOK RACK ENDS, TRAYS, DESK SETS, PICTURE FRAMES, CANDLE STICK HOLDERS, ETC. ETC. (San Jose CA, [1909]), 16pp.


569. FURNITURE. [Baby Carriages]. Gem Crib and Cradle, Limited. THE "GEM" LINE OF "BABIES' COMFORT" BABY CARRIAGES AND "MOTHERS' PRIDE" STROLLERS. (Kitchener Ontario, Canada, 1928). 20pp
570. FURNITURE. [Bed Mattresses]. Goodwin & Gerry. "HEALTH AND COMFORT. ADAMS' PATENT EXCELSIOR FEATHER, HAIR AND MOSS RENOVATOR. PATENTED NOV. 26, 1872..." (Waterbury VT, after [1872]).


574. FURNITURE. Duncan and Crossley, Importers, Interior Furnishers. QUAIN'T COLONIAL THINGS. (Philadelphia: 1616 Chestnut Street, 1903). 47pp..

575. FURNITURE. Durham Furniture Company. CATALOG 101. REPRODUCTION FURNITURE. (Durham NC, [1957]). 24pp

576. FURNITURE. Economy Drawing Table Co. ILLUSTRATED PRICED LETTERHEAD SHEET. (Toledo OH, 1906).

577. FURNITURE. Emerson & Son. ELEVENTH GENERAL CATALOGUE. (Milford NH, 1903). 64pp..

578. FURNITURE. E.S.Hemmenway Company. *SPECIAL OFFER ON BED LOUNGES. *THE YANKEE PILLOW SHAM HOLDER. (Boston, 1887)

579. FURNITURE. F. G. & A. Howald Co. HOMES CHARMING. (Columbus OH, 1928). Tall 12pp


582. FURNITURE. G. I. Sellers & Sons Company. APOSTLES OF STYLE. (Elwood IN, 1920's). 8pp
583. FURNITURE. G. Spicer. PATTERN SHEET. CABINET, OVAL, & GENERAL WOOD TURNER & TWISTER. CROQUET MANUFACTURER, ETC. (Birmingham England, late 19th century). Broadside sheet, approx. 8.5" x 13.5"

584. FURNITURE. Gifford Manufacturing Company. GIFFORD'S ANCHOR FOLDING HAMMOCK SUPPORT AND CANOPY, VERY STRONG, LIGHT AND PERFECTLY SAFE. (Watertown NY, circa 1884). Four page flyer, 5.5" x 8"


586. FURNITURE. Henry Symonds, Publisher. THE AMERICAN CABINET MAKER AND UPHOLSTERER. (Boston, circa 1885). approx. 13" x 18.5".

587. FURNITURE. Ira T. Clement, Proprietor. SUNBUY COFFIN, CASKET AND TABLE WORKS. MANUFACTURER OF EXTENSION AND BREAKFAST TABLES, SLIDES, ETC. (Sunbury PA, 1884)., 4pp.


589. FURNITURE. J. W. Whitlock Co. Inc. HEIRLOOM CHAIRS. (Rising Sun, Indiana, ?1940')., 16pp..

590. FURNITURE. James G. Blake. PRINTED PROMOTIONAL CIRCULAR. (Boston, 1858). 4pp..


594. FURNITURE. L.W.Kerney & Co. ASBESTOS PADS FOR DINING TABLES. (Chicago, circa 1910, 8pp.)
595. FURNITURE. Lyon Metal Products Inc. *CUTTING COSTS WITH STEEL STORAGE EQUIPMENT. *LYON STEEL SHELVING, DURANT TYPE. (Aurora IL, 1929-30); 16pp.

596. FURNITURE. Maddox, Bailey & Company. UNTITLED ILLUSTRATED BROADSIDE. (Jamestown NY, circa 1885-89). Measures 13" x 19" with six generously sized images


598. FURNITURE. Montgomery Ward & Company. HALLMARK QUALITY FURNITURE. (Chicago, 1941), 62pp.


601. FURNITURE. Pullman Couch Company. APPROPRIATE FURNISHINGS. (Chicago IL, [1923]), 16pp.


603. FURNITURE. Spot Cash Bedding Company. AUGUST SPECIAL. BARGAINS. (NY, 1889). Large handbill, 12"x 18" with fold creases, with ten illustrations


605. FURNITURE. The Fancher Furniture Company. PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE. (Salamanca NY, 1929). Large printed envelope, containing two price lists, five variously sized


607. FURNITURE. The General Fireproofing Company. ALLSTEEL SHELVING. INCREASES STORAGE SPACE WITHOUT INCREASING FLOOR SPACE. (NY, 1928),

609. FURNITURE. The Globe Wernicke Co. WERNICKE ELASTIC BOOKCASE. (Cincinnati, NY and elsewhere, circa 1910-15), eight (8) folding out leaves

610. FURNITURE. [Upholstery]. The Pantasote Company. PRIZE CONTEST. THE BEST AND MOST ORIGINAL LIMERICKS ON PANTASOTE LEATHERS. (NY, [1908]). Oblong 12mo, DIE CUT (in the shape of a sofa) COLOR LITHOGRAPHIC PICTORIAL WRAPPERS, 16pp..

611. FURNITURE. Wallace Nutting. FINAL EDITION. FURNITURE CATALOGUE. (Framingham MA, 1937)., 136pp..

612. FURNITURE. William G. Shattuck. ILLUSTRATION OF IMPROVED SCHOOL FURNITURE.. FOR SALE AT HIS WAREHOUSE. (Boston, 1862)., 12pp..


615. GAMES & TOYS. Daytona Beach Shuffle-Board Co. THE HEALTH GIVING GAME OF SHUFFLE-BOARD. ONE OF THE SAFEST AND MOST HEALTFUL SPORTS IN THE WORLD. (Daytona Beach FL, [1931]). Self printed wrappers, 4" x 9.25" in 8pp.

616. GAMES & TOYS. F. A. O. Schwarz. SUMMER TOYS. SPORTING AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT. (NY, 1925)., 32pp..


633. GAMES & TOYS. Selchow & Righter Co. GAMES AND PUZZLES FOR 1936. (NY, 1936). 20pp


640. GAMES & TOYS. Selchow & Righter Co. GAMES FOR 1940. GAMES OF DISTINCTION. (NY, 1940). 34pp.

641. GAMES & TOYS. Selchow & Righter. LIST 1902. TRADE CATALOGUE. (NY, 1902). 64pp


644. GAMES & TOYS. Selchow & Righter. LIST 1906-1907. TRADE CATALOGUE. (NY, August 15, 1906). 112pp

645. GAMES & TOYS. Selchow & Righter. LIST 1908-1908. TRADE CATALOGUE. (NY, August 10, 1907) 112pp


649. GAMES & TOYS. The Harris Toy Company. MALLEABLE IRON AND STEEL TOYS. (Toledo OH, reprint copy). [28]pp

650. GAMES & TOYS. The J. & E. Stevens Co. TOY PRICE LIST. (Cromwell CT, 1926).
651. GAMES & TOYS. W. R. Price Inc., Manufacturer of UmakeM also Work Benches, Cooking Tables, Drawing Tables, Lathes, etc. UMAKEM THE HOME TOYMAKER. (NY, 1917-1918)


653. HARDWARE. Ball and Ball. CATALOG No. 47. CABINET HARDWARE. (West Chester PA, 1947). 24pp.


655. HARDWARE. Charles S. Little & Co. NOTICE. ENGLISH, GERMAN AND AMERICAN HARDWARE. (New York, 1858). 4pp


658. HARDWARE. Draper Company Screw Department. SPECIAL SCREWS AND MACHINE PARTS FOR GUNS, SEWING MACHINES, TYPEWRITERS, ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, ETC. (Hopedale MA, 1907). 31pp.


661. HARDWARE. Folger Adam, Antique Reproductions. WILLIAMSBURG RESTORATION BRASS RIM LOCK REPRODUCTIONS. (Joliet IL, circa 1950, 8pp.


672. HARDWARE. M. S. Brooks & Sons. PRICE LIST OF BRIGHT WIRE GOODS, SPRING COTTERS AND KEYS, BRASS GOODS, ETC. (Chester CT, 1926). 28pp.


674. HARDWARE. Mesker Bros. Iron Co. MESKER WROUGHT IRON SASH. (St. Louis MO, circa 1925).

675. HARDWARE. National Manufacturing Company. NATIONAL GARAGE HARDWARE. (Sterling IL, [1919]). 32pp.
676. HARDWARE. National Tube Works Company. [CATALOGUE]. (New York, 1883), 8pp

677. HARDWARE. P. & F. Corbin Co. CORBIN. GOOD BUILDINGS DESERVE GOOD HARDWARE. (New Britain CT, 1922)., 20pp..

678. HARDWARE. Period Furniture Hardware Co. CATALOGUE No. 53. AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS. CABINET HARDWARE AND PERIOD ACCESSORIES. (Boston, 1952)., 28pp..


681. HARDWARE. Richards-Wilcox Co. CATALOG No. 35. DISTINCTIVE GARAGE DOOR HARDWARE. (Aurora IL, 1924)., 144pp.


683. HARDWARE. Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co. No. 55. DISTINCTIVE GARAGE DOOR HARDWARE. (Aurora IL, 1928)., 160pp


688. HARDWARE. The Cronk & Carrier Manufacturing Company. HARDWARE SPECIALTIES. (Elmira NY, 1910)., 64; 40pp.
689. HARDWARE. The George P. Clark Company. ILLUSTRATED ADVANCE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST OF HAND, PLATFORM AND SPECIAL TRUCKS, PATENT RUBBER AND IRON WHEEL TRUCK CASTERS, ETC. (Windsor Locks CT, circa 1910), 64pp.


691. HARDWARE. The Shelby Spring Hinge Company. CATALOGUE No. 17. DOUBLE ACTING BALL-BEARING SPRING HINGES, DOUBLE ACTING DOOR CHECKS, SCREEN DOOR HINGES, AND BUILDERS' HARDWARE SPECIALTIES. (Shelby OH, circa 1910). 8vo, printed wrappers, 111pp. Illustrated throughout


695. HARDWARE. W.E.Pruden Hardware Company. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. VOLUME No. 11. MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES, MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES, IRON, STEEL, METALS, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, AND GENERAL HARDWARE. (NY, circa 1920), 266pp.


697. HEATING & PLUMBING. A. Weiskittel & Son Co. WEISKITTEL SANITARY WARE. (Baltimore MD, circa 1920). 64pp.


700. HEATING & PLUMBING. American Radiator Company. 1924 NEW BOILER PRODUCTS. THE IDEAL ASSEMBLED SECTIONAL BOILER. (Buffalo NY, 1924) 48pp.


703. HEATING & PLUMBING. Copper & Brass Research Association. BRASS PIPE. REPAIR-PROOF. (NY, [1923]), [12]pp


705. HEATING & PLUMBING. Earth Closet Company. THE MANAGEMENT OF EARTH CLOSETS, FULL DETAILS; AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL; NEWTON'S EARTH CABINET; WHAT IS AN EARTH CLOSET? (Hartford CT, [1869-71]). Group of four single sheet ad flyers.


710. HEATING & PLUMBING. Gallaher Boiler Company. THE GALLAHER GAS-FIRED TUBULAR BOILER FOR HOT WATER, VAPOR AND STEAM HEATING. (St. Louis MO, [1924]).

711. HEATING & PLUMBING. Gurney Heater Manfg. Co. TRADE CATALOGUE. MAKERS OF HEATING APPARATUS FOR SCHOOLS, CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, APARTMENT HOUSES, LARGE OFFICE BUILDINGS, RESIDENCES, GREENHOUSES, ETC. HOT WATER OR STEAM. (Boston, 1900).

712. HEATING & PLUMBING. Hardin-Lavin Co. CATALOGUE 143. PLUMBING AND HEATING. LOWEST PRICES ON HIGHEST QUALITY. (Chicago IL, [1925]). 36pp.

714. HEATING & PLUMBING. Hayward & Hutchinson. MAKE A SPECIALTY OF REMODELING AND MODERNIZING DEFECTIVE PLUMBING IN CITY RESIDENCES. ALSO CONTRACT FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS IN PLUMBING, FURNACE, AND RANGE WORK, HAVING EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF GRAFF’S HOT BLAST FURNACE AND KITCHEN RANGES. (Washington DC, ca. 1875-85). 12pp


716. HEATING & PLUMBING. John Carton. CARTON PATENT SURFACE-BURNING SELF-CLEANING, GAS-TIGHT, HOT-AIR FURNACES. (Utica NY, 1870's)


720. HEATING & PLUMBING. Kohler Company. K56. KOHLER OF KOHLER. (Kohler WI, probably 1956)., 146pps.


722. HEATING & PLUMBING. M. L. Kline. GENERAL CATALOGUE D.. SANITARY PLUMBING GOODS, PLUMBERS' SUNDRIES AND TOOLS, HOUSE HEATING BOILERS AND RADIATION, STEAM STAPLES AND SPECIALTIES, WATER WORKS SUPPLIES, MILL SUPPLIES, STAPLE GAS FITTINGS, WELL GOODS, ETC. (Portland OR, [1918]). 408pp.

723. HEATING & PLUMBING. Nason Manufacturing Company. WROUGHT IRON PIPE, VALVES, FITTINGS, TOOLS, ETC. (NY, circa 1890).
724. HEATING & PLUMBING. Richardson & Boynton Co. CATALOG No. 60. PRICE LIST OF "RICHARDSON" BOILERS FOR STEAM AND WATER HEATING. (NY, circa 1910-15), 20pp.

725. HEATING & PLUMBING. S.J.Gold Heater Company. GOLD'S PERFECT HEATING APPARATUS. THE BEST HEATER IN THE WORLD! (Brooklyn NY, [1876]), 16pp.

726. HEATING & PLUMBING. Smith & Thayer Company. AJAX SECTIONAL BOILER. FOR WARMING, BY LOW PRESSURE STEAM OR HOT WATER, DWELLINGS, CHURCHES, STORES, APARTMENT HOUSES AND OTHER BUILDINGS. (Boston, [1904]), [12]pp.


730. HEATING & PLUMBING. The Peck Bros. & Company. UNTITLED CATALOGUE FOR WHICH AN EARLY OWNER ADDED THE PENNED-IN TITLE "TRAVELER'S INSURANCE." (New Haven, circa 1910), 4 leaves.


733. HORTICULTURE. A.N.Pierson Inc. CROMWELL GARDENS. (Cromwell CT, 1926). 68pp.

735. HORTICULTURE. Bay State Nurseries. BETTER GARDENS FOR 1935. (Framingham and North Abington MA, 1935)., 96pp


738. HORTICULTURE. Geneva Nursery Company. [CATALOGUE]. (Geneva NY, [1926]). 72pp..


744. HORTICULTURE. [Horticultural Specimen Book]. United Litho and Printing Companies, Printers. THE FRENCH NURSERIES. CLYDE, OHIO. PLATE BOOK. (Rochester NY, generally 1900-1915)., 56 leaves

745. HORTICULTURE. John Lewis Childs Seed Co. Inc. CHILDS 1924. (Floral Park NY, 1924). 124pp..

746. HORTICULTURE. Joseph Breck & Sons. ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE SEEDS ETC. (Boston, 1899). 112pp..

747. HORTICULTURE. Joseph Kupper. HAUT PREIS VERZEICHNIS UBER GEMUSE-, FELD-, GRAS-, KLEE-, WALD-, BLUMENSAMEN & BLUMENKNOLLEN. (Coln am. Rhein, 1911)., 30pp..

749. HORTICULTURE. Miss Ella V. Baines, The Woman Florist. SPRING 1917. (Springfield OH, 1917). 40pp..

750. HORTICULTURE. Mrs. R. B. Whitt. DAHLIAS AND GLADIOLUS. (East Greebush NY, 1928), 16pp.


753. HORTICULTURE. S. D. Woodruff & Sons. 1900 CATALOGUE. HOME GROWN SEEDS. (Orange CT, 1900), 40pp.

754. HORTICULTURE. Stumpp & Walter Co. SEEDS. SPRING 1912. CATALOGUE. (NY, 1912), 120pp.


758. HORTICULTURE. The Mayflower Publishing Co. THE MAYFLOWER. (Floral Park NY: John Lewis Childs, October 1903). (289)-320


763. HORTICULTURE. Thomas A. Griswold Co. SEEDS. (South Wethersfield CT, 1911), 32pp.

765. HORTICULTURE. Vaughan's Seed Store. VAUGHAN'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENING FOR 1900. CATALOGUE. (NY, 1900) 112pp.


771. INTERIOR DECORATION. Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division. ARMSTRONG'S FLOORS. LINOLEUM - LINOTILE - CORK TILE. DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS. (Lancaster PA, 1929, 44pp.

772. INTERIOR DECORATION. Armstrong Cork Company. DECORATIVE FLOORS IN ARMSTRONG'S LINOLEUM, ARMSTRONG'S LINOTILE, AND ARMSTRONG'S CORK TILE. (Lancaster PA, 1931), 28pp.

773. INTERIOR DECORATION. Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company. HARTFORD-SAXONY RUGS MADE IN AMERICA FOR PRIVATE HOMES AND PUBLIC PLACES. (NY, [1922]). 20pp.

774. INTERIOR DECORATION. Burwood Products Company. CATALOGUE No. 11. NATURE'S MOTIFS INTERPRETED IN ARTISTIC HAND CARVINGS. (Traverse City MI, 1945-50). 24pp.

775. INTERIOR DECORATION. Claygate Brickfields Ltd. CLAYGATE OLD ENGLISH FIREPLACES. (Surrey England, [1936]). 72pp.


783. INTERIOR DECORATION. Favor, Ruhl & Co. HOW TO USE ART BRASS FOR MAKING CANDLE AND LAMP SHADES, JARDINIERES, FERN DISHES, BROOM HOLDERS, TRAYS, DESK SETS, FRAMES, CANDLESTICK HOLDERS, ETC. (Boston, 1909), [28]pp.

784. INTERIOR DECORATION. F.W.Bird & Son. NEPONSET FLOOR COVERING. WATERPROOF. (East Walpole MA, circa 1910).


786. INTERIOR DECORATION. Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co. HARTMAN'S BIG BARGAIN OFFER. TO GET NEW CUSTOMERS IN THIS LOCALITY. NO MONEY DOWN WITH A TRIAL ORDER OF $10.00. (Chicago IL, 1915). 64pp.


790. INTERIOR DECORATION. Marshall Field & Co. ANNOUNCING AN EXHIBITION OF EXTRAORDINARY SIGNIFICANCE. (Chicago IL, circa 1930)

791. INTERIOR DECORATION. Milwaukee Artistic Metal Ceiling Company. INVISIBLE JOINT METAL CEILINGS. (Milwaukee WI, probably 1905). 186pp


793. INTERIOR DECORATION. New York Curtain Mfg. Co. MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF LACE AND NOVELTY CURTAINS. (NY, circa 1900), 56pp

794. INTERIOR DECORATION. Olson Rug Company. CATALOGUE 72. OLSON RUGS. THIS BOOK TELLS HOW TO SAVE 1/2 ON THE POPULAR ONE AND TWO-TONED RUGS. (Chicago IL, [1925]). 36pp.


797. INTERIOR DECORATION. Philadelphia & Boston Face Brick Co. FIREPLACE FURNISHINGS. (Boston MA, circa 1915), 15pp.


801. INTERIOR DECORATION. Simon Manges & Son. CATALOGUE OF FLOOR COVERINGS. SERIES 1914-1915. CARPETs, RUGS, LINOLEUMs, OIL CLOTHS, MATs, MATTINGS AND FLOOR COVERINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. (NY, 1914) 30pp.


803. INTERIOR DECORATION. The Columbia Mills Inc. COLUMBIA WINDOW SHADES. (NY, [1923]). 4 preliminary text leaves + 41 actual leaves.


806. INTERIOR DECORATION. The Rostand Manufacturing Company. BRASS FIREPLACE FIXTURES AND CANDLESTICKS. (Milford CT, 1912)., 85pp

807. INTERIOR DECORATION. The Scranton Lace Company. NEW OUTLOOKS FOR EVERY HOME. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR EVERY ROOM IN THE HOUSE. (Scranton PA, [1918])., 68pp

808. INTERIOR DECORATION. Universal Electric Log Company. BEAUTIFY THE HOME. (Chicago IL, 1928). 16pp

809. INTERIOR DECORATION. W. and J. Sloane. CATALOG OF REPRESENTATIVE PATTERNS OF FLOOR COVERINGS. MANUFACTURED BY MOHAWK CARPET MILLS INC. AND C. H. MASLAND & SONS. (NY, 1925)36pp

810. INTERIOR DECORATION. W. H. S. Lloyd Co. Inc. PLAIN AND FANCY JAPANESE GRASS CLOTH FOR WALL COVERINGS. (Chicago, NY & elsewhere, early 20th century). (72) actual leaves


812. INTERIOR DECORATION. [Wall Paper]. Charles F. Wing Co. SOME OLD TIME WALL PAPERS. A DESCRIPTION OF WALL COVERINGS TAKEN FROM OLD


821. INTERIOR DECORATION. [Wall Paper]. The Paramount Wallpaper Company. SAMPLES. (Hagerstown MD, probably 1930's). 8.5" x 12" and containing several dozen different actual wallpaper samples.


826. JEWELRY. Bennett Brothers Inc. BLUE BOOK. JEWELRY CATALOG. (NY, 1933). 326pp.

827. JEWELRY. B.F. Norris & Co. B. F. NORRIS' IMPROVED PATENT SELF-ACTING BLOW PIPE. PRICE COMPLETE, $3.50. NICKEL PLATED, $4.00. (NY & Chicago, [1880]). 23pp..

828. JEWELRY. C. R. Smith & Son. WATCHES AND JEWELRY. (Philadelphia, [1900]). 16pp..

829. JEWELRY. Daniel Low & Company, Jewelers and Silversmiths. GIFTS FOR 67 YEARS. (Salem MA, 1934). 90pp..

830. JEWELRY. Daniel Low & Company. SPRING AND SUMMER CATALOG. (Salem MA, 1916). 40pp..

831. JEWELRY. E. A. Adams & Son Inc. MANUFACTURERS OF JEWELERS' FINDINGS. (Providence RI, circa 1955-58), 27 leaves.

832. JEWELRY. E. J. Scheer, Diamond Merchant, Jeweler and Silversmith. HALLMARK. (Rochester MN, 1920's). 32pp..

833. JEWELRY. Emanuel Maltz Company. EMCO. WHOLESALE JEWELERS SINCE 1900. DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY. CLOCKS AND SILVERWARE. (Chicago, [1931]).


836. JEWELRY. Irons & Russell Co. CATALOG OF EMBLEMS FOR FRATERNAL ORDERS AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS. (Providence RI, [1924]). 215pp.

837. JEWELRY. Jos. P. Wathier & Co. CIRCULAR No. 50. THERE IS MONEY IN THIS FOR YOU! IT PAYS TO TRADE WITH US. WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE. (Chicago, 1892). 20pp.

839. JEWELRY. Sigler's. JEWELRY FASHIONS. (Cleveland OH, 1907 4pp..


841. JEWELRY. The Newall Mfg. Co. LOOSE-LEAF CATALOGUE. JEWELERS' FINDINGS, WATCH CASE MATERIALS, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES FOR WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING JEWELERS. (Chicago IL, circa 1915-20). 128pp

842. JEWELRY. The Peacock Company. HIGH GRADE ADVERTISING NOVELTIES AND SIGNS. SPECIAL DESIGNS OF NOVELTIES, BADGES AND SOUVENIRS FOR CONVENTIONS OUR SPECIALTY. (Providence RI, circa 1910)., 20pp..

843. JEWELRY. The Thomas D. Card Co. Inc. SCHOOL & COLLEGE INSIGNIA AND JEWELRY. (Worcester MA, [1919-20]). 32pp.,


848. LIGHTING. Acme Lighting Products Inc. BULLETIN. ANNOUNCING GENERAL PRICE REDUCTIONS. ALL ACME LINES EFFECTED BY NEW PRICE SCHEDULE. (Cleveland OH, 1927). 8pp.

849. LIGHTING. Acme Lighting Products Inc. ACME BULLETIN. TENTH ANNIVERSARY BY MAIL. (Cleveland OH, 1934). 72pp. .

851. LIGHTING. B. & H. Electric Co. DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATING YALE SUBMARINE ARC LAMPS. (Dansville NY, circa 1900-10). 8pp.

852. LIGHTING. Beacon Light and Supply Company. CATALOG No. 32. DECORATIVE LIGHTING. (Hartford CT, [1932]).


856. LIGHTING. Holophane Company Sales Department. HOLOPHANE ILLUMINATION. VOL. 4, Nos. 3 & 5; VOL. 5, Nos. 3 & 5. (Newark OH, 1910). Four single issues. each 16pp.

857. LIGHTING. Home Electric Fixture Company. SAVE THE MIDDLEMAN'S PROFIT. MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY. FROM OUR WAREHOUSE TO YOUR HOME. QUICK SERVICE. (Akron OH, circa 1910-1920).


863. LIGHTING. McKenney & Waterbury Co. THE COMFOLITE DESK AND PIANO LAMPS. (Boston, circa 1920). 16pp
864. LIGHTING. McKenney & Waterbury Co. THE EMERALITE JR. ADJUSTABLE LAMP. FOLLOWS YOU EVERYWHERE. BE KIND TO YOUR EYES. (Boston MA, 1920's).

865. LIGHTING. Public Service Electrical Supply Co. Inc. ELECTRICIAN'S HELPER NUMBER 106. LIGHTING FIXTURES, ELECTRICAL MATERIAL, APPLIANCES, LAMPS, WIRES, CABLES. (Baltimore MD, c.1930). 64pp


867. LIGHTING. Russell & Stolls Company. BULLETIN No. 59. UNDERWATER LIGHTING. SWIMMING POOLS, FOUNTAINS & CASCADES. (NY, [1930]).

868. LIGHTING. Snead & Company. A LAMP THAT CAN NEVER BE MADE AGAIN. THINK OF IT! (NY, circa 1919-20). Broadsheet, approx. 11.5" x 18.25


870. LIGHTING. Sylvania Electric Lighting Division. FLUORESCENT FIXTURES. (Ipswich MA, [1949])..


873. LIGHTING. The Imperial Gas Lamp Co. THE IMPERIAL LAMP. (Chicago IL, circa 1900), 12pp.


876. LIGHTING. The Massachusetts Hydro-Carbon Gas Company. ..FOR MAKING GAS FROM COAL, PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AND EUROPE, BY DARIUS DAVISON. PRIVATE. (Boston, Feb. 1878). 23pp.
877. LIGHTING. The Sun Vapor Street Light Company. NEW "SUN"
INCANDESCENT CHANDELIERS, BRACKET AND STAND LAMPS, PENDANTS,
ETC. FOR USE OF GASOLINE. 100 TO 400 CANDLE POWER. (Canton OH,
[1902]).

878. LIGHTING. Union Metal Mfg. Co. UNION METAL EXTERIOR LIGHTING
FIXTURES. ENTRANCE STANDARDS, BRACKETS, NEWELS. (Canton OH, 1923
[24]pp..

879. LIGHTING. Vickers Sons & Maxim Ltd. THE VICKERS PATENT SYSTEM OF

880. LIGHTING. Warren Electric Company Inc. DECORATIVE LIGHTING. (Sioux
City IA, [1934]). 102pp

881. LIGHTING. Welsbach Company. "C.E-Z" LIGHT. YOU CAN 'SEE EASY' NOW
WITH THIS NEW WELSBACH WONDER." (Gloucester NJ, circa 1916).

882. LIGHTING. Wm. M. Batchelder & Co. BATCHELDER'S PATENT LAMP! FOR
BURNING ALL KINDS OF OILS WITHOUT A CHIMNEY. (NY, after 1858)..

883. MACHINERY. A. L. Webber. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF MACHINERY
AND MILLING GOODS, MILL SUPPLIES, ETC. ETC. (Dexter ME: Gazette Steam

884. MACHINERY. Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co. PRICE LIST. ROOT SPIRAL
RIVETED PIPE. ROOT SECTIONAL WATER TUBE BOILERS. "A & R" EXHAUST
HEADS, ETC. (Newburgh NY, [1903]). 28pp.

885. MACHINERY. Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co. A FEW PLAIN FACTS
CONCERNING WATER TUBE BOILERS. (NY, 1901). 64pp.

886. MACHINERY. [Advertising]. Pneumatic Scale Corporation Ltd. WORK OF THE
PNEUMATIC SYSTEM. (Boston and elsewhere, circa 1910-11) 75pp.

887. MACHINERY. August Schmitz, Walzmaschinen-Fabrik. ROLLING MACHINERY
WORKS CATALOG. (Dusseldorf Germany, circa 1910). 92pp..

888. MACHINERY. Belting and Machinery Company. MANUFACTURERS OF OAK
LEATHER BELTING AND POWER TRANSMITTING MACHINERY. (Rochester

889. MACHINERY. Berlin Machine Works. INVINCIBLE TONGUEING AND
GROOVING MACHINE FOR END MATCHING HARD WOOD FLOORING. THE
ONLY MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET. WITH BUTT AND TONGUE
OR GROOVE ALL AT ONE OPERATION. *OUR NEW No. 2 INVINCIBLE SHOP SURFACER.. A LONG FELT WANT IN PLANING MILL TOOLS AT LAST SUPPLIED. (Beloit WI, circa 1885-90).


891. MACHINERY. Bertrams Limited. RUBBER MACHINERY. (Sciennes, Edinburgh, Scotland, circa 1895-1905).


894. MACHINERY. Charles A. Hones Inc. HOTTEST AND QUICKEST HEATING WITHOUT A BLOWER. "BUZZER." INDUSTRIAL GAS EQUIPMENT. (Baldwin NY, 1927).


896. MACHINERY. Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co. LET THE BENEVOLENT GIANT DO YOUR WORK. (Holyoke MA, 1905). 4pp..

897. MACHINERY. Combined Power Company. SAWS. SPEED IS POWER! SPEED VERY CHEAP BY THE "V.M." GEARING. FOR MAN, HORSE, WATER OR STEAM POWER. FOOT CIRCULAR, AND BAND, CRANK BENCH, FOOT JIG SAWS, BORING, MORTICING, AND EMERY WHEEL. (NY, [1875]).

898. MACHINERY. C.S. and S. Burt. LOW'S PATENT SHINGLE SAWING MACHINE. LATEST IMPROVEMENTS. (Dunleith IL, 1865).

899. MACHINERY. C.W.Hunt Company. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GENERAL LINES OF LABOR SAVING MACHINERY MANUFACTURED BY. COAL HANDLING MACHINERY, CONVEYORS, INDUSTRIAL RAILWAYS, STEVEDORE ROPE. (West New Brighton NY, [1908])., 48pp.


904. MACHINERY. Dyar Supply Company. CONTRACTORS', MUNICIPAL AND FACTORY SUPPLIES. CONCRETE MACHINERY. ROAD MACHINERY. MECHANICAL FILTERS. ENGINES, BOILERS, BUILDERS' HOISTS, GASOLINE ENGINES. (Boston MA, circa 1910) 142pp.

905. MACHINERY. Edwin Harrington, Son & Company. THE HARRINGTON SYSTEM.. LABOR-SAVING DEVICES. HOISTS, TRAMWAY, TRAVELING CRANES, IRON WORKING TOOLS, SPECIAL MACHINERY. (Philadelphia, 1898). 48pp


910. MACHINERY. [Engines]. Lunt, Moss & Company. ALAMO GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES. FOR FACTORIES, PRINTING PRESSES, ELECTRIC LIGHTING, PUMPING WATER, SAWING WOOD, GRINDING FEED, ELEVATORS, RAILWAY WATERING STATIONS AND IN FACT ANYWHERE THAT POWER IS REQUIRED. (Boston, [1904]).


913. MACHINERY. [Engines]. The Middletown Machine Company. FRICTION CLUTCHES FOR MIAMI AND WOODPECKER GAS ENGINES. (NY, [1907]). 8pp..


916. MACHINERY. F. E. Wells Company. CATALOGUE No. 10. MACHINERY. (Greenfield MA, circa 1910)., 44pp.

917. MACHINERY. Fairman & Willard. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN MACHINERY, SUPPLIES, BELTING, ETC. (NY, circa 1858). Broadside


919. MACHINERY. Fitz Water Wheel Company. CATALOG NUMBER ELEVEN. I - X - L STEEL OVERSHOT. THE TOP NOTCH OF EFFICIENCY. PROPERLY DESIGNED AND HONESTLY BUILT. MOST PRODUCTIVE, MOST ECONOMICAL AND SIMPLEST OF ALL THE MODERN WATER WHEELS. (Hanover PA, [1914]). 63pp.


928. MACHINERY. H. B. Underwood Co. L.B.Flanders Machine Works. HAND PIPE BENDING MACHINE. (Philadelphia PA, [1922]).


931. MACHINERY. Hill, Clarke & Company. CATALOGUE AND MACHINE SHOP SPECIALTIES. (Boston and St. Louis MO, 1883). 156pp.

932. MACHINERY. Holmes & Blanchard Co. BULLETIN No. 16. CRUSHERS. SPECIAL IMPROVED MACHINERY FOR CRUSHING, GRINDING, MIXING AND SIFTING. (Boston, 1911) 8pp..

933. MACHINERY. Hyatt Roller Bearing Co. CIRCULAR. HYATT STANDARD ROLLER BUSHINGS. (Newark NJ, circa 1920's).


935. MACHINERY. I. B. Davis & Son, Makers. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. THE DAVIS PATENTED ECONOMIC BOILER AND TANK FEED PUMP. (Hartford CT, 1889).
936. MACHINERY. J. A. Richards Company. RICHARDS "55" MODERN MACHINES. CONDENSED CATALOGUE. RICHARDS' MULTICRAFTERS. (Kalamazoo MI, [1937]).

937. MACHINERY. Lehman Machine Company. NEW AND IMPROVED NINE-INCH MOULDING MACHINE. WEIGHT 4,000 POUNDS. (Williamsport PA, circa 1885-90).

938. MACHINERY. Levi Houston. *NEW 6-INCH FOUR-SIDED MOULDER. WEIGHT 1,600 POUNDS. *NEW HEAVY 7-INCH 4-SIDED MOULDER. *NEW FOUR-INCH FOUR-SIDED MOULDER. (Montgomery PA, circa 1885-1890).

939. MACHINERY. Lyon Iron Works. MANUFACTURERS OF SAW, SHINGLE AND LATH MILLS. SMALL GRAY IRON CASTINGS A SPECIALTY. SHINGLE BOLTERS AND BUNCHERS, SLAB, CIRCULAR AND DRAG SAW MACHINES, HORSE, ANIMAL AND DOG POWERS, FODDER CUTTERS AND CARRIERS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, PULLEYS, SHAFTING, HANGERS, ETC. (Greene NY, [1910]). 64pp.


947. MACHINERY. Nagle Engine and Boiler Works. CATALOGUE No. 60. ENGINES AND BOILERS. (Erie PA, 1907), 82pp

948. MACHINERY. Oliver Continuous Filter Company. OIL FLOTATION. OLIVER FILTRATION. (San Francisco CA, 1915). 8pp.

949. MACHINERY. Percy M. Brotherhood & Son. PORTABLE LUBRICATORS FOR CUTTING TOOLS. (Long Island City NY: Curran Machine Works, [1928]).


954. MACHINERY. S. A. Woods Machine Co. NEW PATENT SELF-OILING CIRCULAR SAW ARBORS WITH PATENT SELF-CENTERING CONE BUSHING, SO THAT SAWS WITH VARIOUS SIZED HOLES CAN BE USED ON THE SAME ARBOR. (South Boston MA, [1870]).


964. MACHINERY. [Shoes]. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST OF DUPLICATE PARTS OF SMITH'S IMPROVED SOLE ROUNGING MACHINE. ([Rockland MA: A.I.Randall, Electric Printer], circa 1885). 11pp


967. MACHINERY. [Shoes]. H. & F. Dale, Engineers & Makers of Boot Machinery. SPECIAL MACHINES. (Leicester England, [?1911]).


970. MACHINERY. [Shoes]. R. H. Lufkin. DIRECTIONS FOR USING LUFKIN'S No. 7 MACHINE FOR FOLDING THE EDGES OF SHOE VAMPS OR QUARTERS. (Boston, circa 1900). 12mo, printed pictorial wrappers, 8pp. Illustrated.


973. MACHINERY. [Shoes]. United Shoe Machinery Company. BUTTONHOLE ECONOMY. (Boston, 1915). [32].

975. MACHINERY. South Bend Lathe Works. SOUTH BEND LATHES. No. 89-A CATALOG. (South Bend IN, 1928). 72pp.


980. MACHINERY. The Champion Blower and Forge Company. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THE CHAMPION STEEL BLOWERS AND STEEL FORGES, LEVER AND CRANK BLOWERS, ELECTRIC BLOWERS AND FORGES, PORTABLE FORGES, POWER DRILLS, BLACKSMITH DRILLS, Etc. Etc. (Lancaster PA, 1913). 324pp

981. MACHINERY. The Detroit Lubricator Company. CATALOGUE 1908. SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS. (Detroit MI, 1908). 64pp.


986. MACHINERY. Triplex Machine Tool Corp. THE TRIPLEX No. 1 MACHINE TOOL. CATALOGUE No. 1. (NY, [1921]).


990. MEDICAL. [Dentistry]. The J. M. Ney Company. GOLD. NEY'S PRECIOUS METAL PRODUCTS AND SPECIALTIES FOR DENTAL PROSTHESIS. (Hartford CT, [1932]). 92pp.


992. MEDICAL. [Medical Electricity]. Swett and Lewis Company. X-RAY AND HIGH FREQUENCY COILS. BULLETIN THIRTY-SEVEN. (Boston, 1905) 36pp.

993. MEDICAL. Orthopedic Equipment Company. ORTHOPEDIC FRACTURE EQUIPMENT. (Bourbon IN, [1951]). 104pp


1007. MEDICAL. [Patent Medicine]. Rio Chemical Company. HABITUAL AND THREATENED MISCARRIAGE. FOR THE MEDICAL PROFESSION ONLY. ALETRIS CORDIAL. UTERINE TONIC AND RESTORATIVE. (St. Louis MO, [1886]). 64pp..


1O11. MEDICAL. [Patent Medicine]. Thomas Hollis, Chemist. HOLLIS' COMPOUND SYRUP OF SARSPARILLA WITH IODID OF POTASS. (Boston, circa 1850). Single sheet, approx 13" x 10.75"

1O12. MEDICAL. [Patent Medicine]. Thomas Hollis, Druggist & Chemist. DR. WARD'S VEGETABLE ASTHMATIC PILLS.. (Boston, circa 1850). Fine broadside, approx. 8.5" x 12" (shrink wrapped)


1O15. MEDICAL. [Patent Medicine]. Wyandot Indian Medicine Company. WYANDOT INDIAN LINIMENT. TREATMENT OF PAIN FOR MAN OR BEAST. (Zanesville OH, circa 1900). approx. 6" x 14".


1O20. MEDICAL. [Pharmaceutical]. (Soap). Advertising Broadside: "HOLLIS' ORIGINAL AND GENUINE ESSENCE OF SOAP, FOR CLEANSING, COAT COLLARS, AND FOR REMOVING GREASE, TAR, PAINT, AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FROM WOOLEN, SILK, OR COTTON GARMENTS OR CARPETS." ([Boston, circa 1850]). nearly 11" x 9"


1O23. MEDICAL. Reid Brothers. PORCELLO ASEPTIC HOSPITAL FURNITURE. (San Francisco CA, circa 1920). 222pp.


1O25. MEDICAL. [Veterinary Medicine]. [Dogs]. Dr. A. C. Daniels. REVISED HOME TREATMENT FOR SICK DOGS. WARRANTED VETERINARY MEDICINES AND HOW TO USE THEM. (Boston MA, 1911).

1O26. MEDICAL. [Veterinary Medicine]. Dr. A. C. Daniels Inc. HOME TREATMENT FOR HORSES AND CATTLE. DR. A. C. DANIELS' WARRANTED VETERINARY MEDICINES AND HOW TO USE THEM. (Boston, 1907). 132, pp.


1O37. MISCELLANEOUS. [Art Supplies]. F. F. Rick & Company. CATALOGUE. MANUFACTURERS OF ARTS AND CRAFTS MATERIALS. PYROGRAPHY, BASKETRY, LEATHER MODELING, ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, CLAY MODELING, REPOUSSE WORK, WOOD CARVING. (Buffalo NY, circa 1915) 60pp.


1O43. MISCELLANEOUS. [Art Supplies]. Joseph F. Eberhard & Son Inc. EBERHARD'S CELEBRATED SIGN WRITERS SPECIALTIES. (NY, 1913).

1O44. MISCELLANEOUS. [Art Supplies]. La Maison Conte. INDUSTRIE FRANCAISE. CONTE, INVENTEUR DES CRAYONS. (Paris, late 19th century). 4pp.

1O45. MISCELLANEOUS. [Art Supplies]. Mrs. F. Nevill Jackson. CATALOGUE OF 3,800 NAMED AND DATED AMERICAN SILHOUETTE PORTRAITS BY AUGUST EDOUARD. (London, early 20th century). [ii], pp. (191)-231

1O46. MISCELLANEOUS. [Art Supplies]. O.C.Wold. CATALOGUE No. 7. AIR BRUSHES. AIR COMPRESSORS. (Chicago IL, [1922]). 16pp.


1O52. MISCELLANEOUS. [Artificial Flowers]. Chicago Artificial Flower Company. CATALOG No. 32. PARADE FLOATS AND DECORATIONS. GEORGE WASHINGTON BICENTENNIAL PARADE SUGGESTIONS. (Chicago IL, circa 1930).


1O60. MISCELLANEOUS. [Artificial Flowers]. Schack Artificial Flower Co. SOME SUGGESTIONS. FOR PARADES - HOMECOMINGS - CARNIVALS. (Chicago IL, 1927). 4pp


1066. MISCELLANEOUS. [Auction]. R.L.Day & Co. Auctioneers. WILL SELL BY AUCTION, THIS DAY. PAYABLE AND TRANSFERABLE ON TUESDAY, BANK STOCKS. (Boston, 1883). Broadside, measures 5.75” x 20.25

1067. MISCELLANEOUS. [Barbering & Tonsorial Arts]. Dr. White's New Hair Grower Company. ARE YOU BALD-HEADED? IF YOU ARE, IT WILL PAY YOU TO READ THIS PAMPHLET CAREFULLY. (Chicago, [1897]). 48pp..


1083. MISCELLANEOUS. [Candles]. Muench-Kreuzer Candle Co. Inc. Emkay Candles. CATALOGUE 85. THE CANDLE WONDERLAND. (Syracuse NY, 1955). 64pp

1085. MISCELLANEOUS. [Carriages & Wagons]. Thompson Carriage Company. THE
CLIMAX IS KING. AN OLD FRIEND AND A GOOD ONE. ELASTIC AS A
WHALEBONE. THAT'S WHY THEY DON'T WEAR OUT. (Oshkosh WI, [1899]).
4pp..

1086. MISCELLANEOUS. [Carriages & Wagons]. The Sidney Pole and Shaft
Company. MANUFACTURERS OF BUGGY, WAGON AND CARRIAGE POLES
AND SHAFTS. (Sidney OH, circa 1890).

1087. MISCELLANEOUS. [Carriages & Wagons]. The Arnold Metal Wheel Company.
PRICE LIST OF METAL WHEELS. (New London OH, circa 1900).

1088. MISCELLANEOUS. [Carriages & Wagons]. Sullivan Brothers.
MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS. (Rochester NY, [1909]).

COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF THE MONITOR AND MERRIMAC HAND CARTS,
TRUCKS AND RUNNERS. (Oneida NY, circa 1910) 24pp.

DESIGN BOOK No. 5. MEMORIALS. (Np, [1930]). 88pp.

1091. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. Vermont Marble Company.
VERMONT MARBLE MEMORIALS. (Proctor VT, 1928) 132pp.

1092. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. Taylor & Company. NEW
MARBLE BURIAL CASKET. IMPERISHABLE! INDESTRUCTIBLE! (NY, 1880's).
4pp.

1093. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. Random Collection of Printed
Trade Ephemera. (Vps, chiefly 1880-1910).

1094. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. National Casket Company.
COMPANY ORDER BOOK. (Oneida NY, 1901-1912). 64pp..

1095. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. [Granite]. (Clark's Island
Granite Company). BILL OF PRICES FOR CUTTING GRANITE FOR CLARK'S
ISLAND, LONG COVE, AND VICINITY. (Rockland ME: Opinion Steam Job Print,
1881-83. 16pp.

1096. MISCELLANEOUS. [Cemeteries & Undertaking]. Georgia Marble Finishing
Works. *NUMBER 7. CREOLE BEAUTIES, BEING A COLLECTION OF SPECIMENS
OF MONUMENTAL MARBLE DESIGNS. *PRICE LIST OF REGAL BEAUTIES.
No. 9. (Canton GA, 1907-09); 16pp.


1099. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. William R. Noe, Importer of Fine English Earthenware. STANDARD ENGLISH STERLING LIST. (NY, later 19th century)


1101. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. The J.D. Fate Company. CLAY WORKING MACHINERY. (Plymouth OH, [1919]).


1103. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. The Carlyle-Labold Co. SCIOTO QUARRIES. (Portsmouth OH, circa 1920-1930). 8pp


1106. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. Milwaukee Lace Paper Company. MILAPACO FINGER BOWL BORDER DESIGNS. ORDER BY NUMBER. (Milwaukee WI, circa 1920).

1107. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. L.R.Elder. HOBBS' IMPROVED PATENTED BRICK MACHINE. (West Falmouth Maine, 1871). Small illustrated boardside,

1109. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery]. E.M.Freese and Company. BRICK TILE AND FIRE PROOFING MACHINERY. (Galion OH, [1919]).


1113. MISCELLANEOUS. [China, Clay Wares & Pottery] C. & A. Potts & Co. CLAY WORKING MACHINERY. (Indianapolis IN, [1919]). 40pp


1115. MISCELLANEOUS. [Christmas]. Kirkman & Son Inc. KIRKMAN PRODUCTS. FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS SAVE YOUR KIRKMAN COUPONS. THEY WILL BRING JOY AND HAPPINESS TO THE KIDDIES. (Brooklyn NY, 1920's).8pp.


1119. MISCELLANEOUS. [Christmas]. The Bertha Studios Inc. EXCLUSIVE CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS. (Springfield MA, [1927]). [40]pp

1120. MISCELLANEOUS. [Christmas]. [Victor Talking Machine Company]. VICTOR RECORDS FOR CHRISTMAS. (Camden NJ, [1915])., 4pp..

1121. MISCELLANEOUS. [Decorative Metalwork]. Trevor F. Jones & Co. PRICE LIST OF LIFE TIME METAL SIGNS. (NY, circa 1926). 10pp


1124. MISCELLANEOUS. [Decorative Metalwork]. The Newman Manufacturing Company. CAST BRONZE TABLETS. (Cincinnati OH, [1930]). 24pp

1125. MISCELLANEOUS. [Decorative Metalwork]. The J. L. Mott Iron Works. CAST IRON VASES, CAST IRON FROGS, FLOATING DUCKS, DRAKES AND FROGS, TURTLE. (NY, 1906). 28pp..

1126. MISCELLANEOUS. [Decorative Metalwork]. The C.H. Hanson Company. STEEL LETTERS AND FIGURES. SEALS, STAMPS, STENCILS, BRANDS, CHECKS, BADGES, NAME PLATES, LICENSES. (Chicago IL, [1929]). 8pp


1135. MISCELLANEOUS. [Decorative Metalwork]. Badger Wire and Iron Works. CATALOG No. 8. ORNAMENTAL IRON & WIRE WORK. (Milwaukee WI, circa 1925). 64pp

1136. MISCELLANEOUS. [Domestic Economy]. Fellow & Company. CATALOGUE No. 10. WOODEN NOVELTIES. (Boston, 1904-05). 76pp


1140. MISCELLANEOUS. [Domestic Economy]. Wells, Richardson & Company. ECONOMY IN DRESSING. SENSIBLE ADVICE TO SENSIBLE WOMEN. (Burlington VT, [1884]). 32pp.

1142. MISCELLANEOUS. [Ecclesiastical]. Maurice Vanpoule. CATALOGUE 29. ECCLESIASTICAL EMBROIDERY & CHURCH FURNITURE. (London, [1929]). 140pp

1143. MISCELLANEOUS. [Ecclesiastical]. Paine's Manufactory. PRICE LIST OF CHURCH FURNITURE. (Boston, circa 1885). 4pp


1151. MISCELLANEOUS. [Edge Tools & Scissors]. Northampton Cutlery Company. CUTLERY FOR THE TABLE. (Northampton MA, 1954). 14 ring-binder folder, containing 23 leaves,


1160. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. O. D. Case & Company. THE CASE SCHOOL FURNITURE: ITS UNEQUALED ADVANTAGES. NATURAL SLATE BLACKBOARDS. (Hartford CT, circa 1900). Group of printed ephemera

1161. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. Munger & Son, Manufacturers of all Kinds of Blackboard Materials, School and Stationers' Supplies. CIRCULARS: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, & 13. (East River CT, 1890's). Single leaves 5.5" x 8.5"


1163. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. Leonard Peterson & Co. SPECIAL CATALOGUE No. 8. COMPLETE EQUIPMENT FOR DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND MANUAL TRAINING. FURNITURE FOR CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS AND BIOLOGY. (Chicago IL, [1917]). 64pp..

1165. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. Edward E. Babb & Co. 1915 CATALOG OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES. (Boston, 1915). 180pp

1166. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. David C. Cook Publishing Company. ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES. (Chicago IL, 1937). 152pp

1167. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. Chandler Adjustable Desk and Chair Works. THE CHANDLER. IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF. (Boston, [1894]).


1172. MISCELLANEOUS. [Education & Schools]. A. Flanagan Company. BULLETIN No. 212. FURNITURE AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES. (Chicago, 1921). 48pp..


1175. MISCELLANEOUS. [Electricity]. Blackburn, Starling & Co., Ltd. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS. (Nottingham, England, [1924]). 4to, self printed pictorial wrappers, in color, 12pp. Illustrated throughout in line.


1178. MISCELLANEOUS. [Electricity]. H.T.Paiste Company. CATALOGUE No. 12 OF ELECTRICAL HARDWARE. (Philadelphia, 1905-06). 174pp


1180. MISCELLANEOUS. [Electricity]. [Light Bulbs]. Western Electric Company. THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP. MANUFACTURED BY THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY. (Chicago & NY, [1897]). folding out into three panels, with two large illustrations of lightbulbs.

1181. MISCELLANEOUS. [Electricity]. [Lightning Conductors]. Dodd & Struthers. THE STORY OF THE BIRTH OF A LIGHTNING FLASH. AN INTERESTING PHENOMENON. By West Dodd. (Des Moines IA, [1913]). flyer

1182. MISCELLANEOUS. [Electricity]. The Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co. ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROLLING DEVICES. (Milwaukee WI, NY, & Westfield NJ, [1901


1189. MISCELLANEOUS. [Fire Fighting]. Knight & Thomas. UNDERWRITERS FIRE EXTINGUISHERS. (Boston, 1902-1903-1909). The three, sold together


1192. MISCELLANEOUS. [Flags]. H. Channon Company. TENTS, AWNINGS, FLAGS, GUNNERS' COATS AND CAMP FURNITURE. DEALERS IN COTTON DUCK OF ALL WIDTHS AND WEIGHTS. OARS AND ROWLOCKS. (Chicago IL, [1898]). 88pp

1193. MISCELLANEOUS. [Flags]. Rehm & Co. FLAGS OF ALL NATIONS. (NY, [1901]). broadside, 11" x 14


1201. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Novelties]. A. Stowell & Co. Inc. GIFT SUGGESTIONS. JEWELERS FOR OVER 100 YEARS. (Boston, 1920's). 24pp..

1202. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Novelties]. Brazel Novelty Mfg. Co. CATALOGUE No. 71. HOLIDAY CELEBRATION GOODS. (Cincinnati OH, 1920's or 1930's). 64pp..

1203. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Novelties]. Burwood Production Co. BURWOOD "BY MASTER CRAFTSMEN." NATURE'S MOTIFS INTERPRETED IN ARTISTIC HAND CARVINGS. (Traverse City MI, 1930's). 24pp.


1209. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Novelties]. The Pohlson Galleries. THE POHLSON LINE. UNUSUAL GIFTS. (Pawtucket RI, [1932]). 48pp..


1212. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Novelties]. The Pohlson Galleries. POHLSON GIFTS. MAKING GIVING A PLEASURE. (Pawtucket RI, 1930's). broadsheet with eight panels

1214. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Premiums]. Grand Union Tea Co. PREMIUM CATALOGUE. (Brooklyn NY, 1912). 28pp..

1215. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Premiums]. Herbene Pharmacal Company. *HERBENE PREMIUM LIST. *HERBENE PERFUMES. (NY, circa 1900). Two ephemeral items


1218. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Premiums]. Mandeville & King, Seedsmen. OUR PREMIUMS. FAC SIMILE WATER COLORS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, CALENDARS, CHROMOS, BOOKS, ETC. (Rochester NY, circa 1895-1900) four panels per side, with one


1220. MISCELLANEOUS. [Gift Premiums]. The Willard P. Smith Company. CATALOGUE OF PREMIUMS. LARGEST HANDLERS OF PREMIUM SPECIALTIES IN THE WORLD. (NY, [1911]). 44pp..


1229. MISCELLANEOUS. [Glass]. Small group of TWENTY similarly sized and paginated OFFICIAL PRICE LISTS, all Pittsburgh PA in origin, dated between 1903 and 1928, including those from: *CONROY, PRUGH & COMPANY; *AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FLINT AND LIME GLASS MANUFACTURERS; *THE DWELLE KAISER COMPANY; *PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY; BUFFALO GLASS COMPANY; *BENJAMIN GRIFFEN; & *PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, and others. (Vps, vds). 32pp. to 56pp.

1230. MISCELLANEOUS. [Glass]. The George Jonas Glass Company. BOTTLES AND MASON FRUIT JARS. (Minotola NJ, circa 1900). Trade card 4.75" x 2.75


1234. MISCELLANEOUS. [Horology]. The Davis-Paradis Watchmen's Clock Corporation. D-P PORTABLE WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS - A HIGH GRADE DEVICE. (NY, ?1940's

1235. MISCELLANEOUS. [Horology]. The E. Howard Watch and Clock Company. NEW ELECTRIC WATCHMAN'S CLOCK. JANUARY, 1888. (Facsimile reprint, no date). 20pp.


1239. MISCELLANEOUS. [Ice & Refrigeration]. Stevenson Company. *STEVENSON'S AUTOMATIC AIRTIGHT DOORS. *TO THOSE WHO USE STEVENSONS AUTOMATIC DOORS. (Chester PA, 1905-06). 23pp

1240. MISCELLANEOUS. [Ice & Refrigeration]. Rhinelander Refrigerator Company. WHAT YOUR STORE NEEDS. (Rhinelander WI, circa 1920). 16pp


1248. MISCELLANEOUS. [Ice & Refrigeration]. A collection of trade catalogues bound into a FRIGIDAIRE three ring stiff binder, for the following companies: *THE DRY KOLD REFRIGERATOR CO. CATALOGUE 18 (Niles MI); *Ditto, #17, for MEAT MARKETS, GROCERS, DELICATESSENS; *BANTA REFRIGERATOR CO. (Clearfield PA); *GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY; *HERRICK REFRIGERATOR COMPANY (Waterloo IA)


1250. MISCELLANEOUS. [Japonisme]. A. A. Vantine & Co. Inc. VANTINE'S, THE ORIENTAL STORE. (NY, [1918]). 78pp

1251. MISCELLANEOUS. [Japonisme]. A. A. Vantine & Co. Inc. VANTINE'S, THE ORIENTAL STORE. (NY, [1917]). 120pp

1252. MISCELLANEOUS. [Kitsch]. Display Fountain Manufacturing Company. PORTABLE HUMIDIFYING ELECTRIC FOUNTAINS. (NY, circa 1917). 32pp


1254. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. (Bookbinding). SMALL COLLECTION OF TRADE EPHEMERA BELONGING TO ARTHUR M. MOSKING, PRINTING HOUSE OF WILLIAM EDWIN RUDGE. (Vps, chiefly 1920's & 1930's). Includes approx. eight gatherings of binding sample groupings (calf, sheep, Persian morocco, morocco, Levant from Louis DeJonge of NYC,

1255. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Cassella Color Company. LEATHER BLACK TB AND TG PAT. AND THEIR APPLICATION ON LEATHER. (NY, [1908]). 8pp

1256. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Cassella Color Company. HAVANNAH BROWN S. (NY, [1908]). 4pp

1257. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Cassella Color Company. CHROME LEATHER BLACK C PATENTED ON CHROME LEATHER. (NY, [1908]).5pp.

1258. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Frank A. Stallman, Manufacturer. THE "STALLMAN" DRESSER TRUNK. (Columbus OH, [1903]). 32pp.


1263. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Tanners' Council of America, The Upholstery Leather Group. GENUINE LEATHER IN DECORATION. HIGH FASHION COLORS IN UPHOLSTERY LEATHER. (NY, 1949). flyer, containing, on pp. 2-3..

1264. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. The Shwayder Trunk Mfg. Co. MAIL ORDER CATALOG. SAMSON LUGGAGE. (Detroit MI, [1931]). 64pp..

1265. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Thos. B. Adams & Co. MANUFACTURERS OF LEATHER BELTING. (Boston, [1882]). 40pp..

1266. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. W. A. Hall & Son. FANCY LEATHERS. (Boston, circa 1900-10). Folding flyer, 3.5" x 13".

1267. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. W. A. Hall & Son, Fancy Leathers. FANCY LEATHERS FOR ARTS AND CRAFTS. SAMPLES OF VELVET FINISHED LAMB SKINS. (Boston, circa 1910). Sample flyer folder, measuring 6" x 3.5," with 21 fine,

1268. MISCELLANEOUS. [Leather]. Wilson Manufacturing Co. Inc. GENUINE LEATHER GIFT GOODS, TAILORED BY WILSON. (Boston MA, 1940's).


THE APPLETON WOOD SAWS. SIMPLE, STRONG, SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL. 
(Batavia IL, [1906]). 8pp.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE. SATIN-LIKE INTERIOR TRIM. SOFT, WORKABLE 
COMMON LUMBER. Compiled by Robert Brooks, Advertising. (Little Rock AR, circa 

1274. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. American Stave & 
Cooperage Company. MANUFACTURERS OF TANKS, DYE TUBS, VATS, 

1275. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. G. Elias & Bro. HEADQUARTERS 
FOR HARDWOOD, PINE AND HEMLOCK LUMBER. STOCK LIST. (Buffalo NY, 

1276. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. Garret and Edward Green. 
ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISING FLYER. (NY, [1849]). Printed on blue paper, 
measures approx. 5" x 8"

1277. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. Lunt-Moss Company. AMERICAN 
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED SAW MILLS. (Boston MA, circa 1890).

1278. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. Ottawa Manufacturing Company. THE 
REAL REASONS WHY. (Ottawa KS, [1921]). 32pp.

1279. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. R. Hoe and Company. FROZEN 
TIMBER. FACTS FOR MILLMEN. (NY, circa 1910). 4pp

1280. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. S. C. Overpack. THE MICHIGAN 
LOGGING WHEELS. (Manistee MI, [1907], 4pp

1281. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. The Yellow Pine Manufacturers' 
Association. STANDARD WOOD CONSTRUCTION. A HAND BOOK OF 
INFORMATION RELATING TO YELLOW PINE LUMBER. CONTAINING RULES 
FOR THE GRADING AND CLASSIFICATION OF YELLOW PINE, AND USEFUL 
TABLES, RULES, DATA AND FORMULAE FOR THE USE OF ENGINEERS, 
ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND MECHANICS. (St. Louis MO, 1906). 78pp.

1282. MISCELLANEOUS. [Lumber & Logging]. The Huber Manufacturing Company. 

1284. MISCELLANEOUS. [Metals]. PRICE LIST No. 2 OF THE AMERICAN BRASS ASSOCIATION. (Waterbury CT, May 20, 1889). 16pp


1288. MISCELLANEOUS. [Nautical]. Cleveland Diesel Engine Division, General Motors Corporation. RIVER TOWBOATS POWERED BY CLEVELAND DIESEL. (Cleveland OH, circa 1940). 39pp.


1293. MISCELLANEOUS. [Nautical]. R. L. Kenyon Company. KENYON MOTOR BOAT TOPS AND LIFE PRESERVING CUSHIONS. (Waukesha WI, [1913]).


1296. MISCELLANEOUS. [Nautical]. The Peerless Motor Car Company. TYPED FORM LETTER ON COMPANY LETTERHEAD. (Boston MA, 1905). Standard 8.5" x 11" sheet


1300. MISCELLANEOUS. [Novelties]. The Anderson Novelty Co. OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PREMIUM LIST. (Ashtabula OH, 1912). 8pp


1309. MISCELLANEOUS. [Plated- and Silverware]. Silver Art Crafts. SILVER ART CRAFTS. A SHOPPING SERVICE FOR YOU IN THE SILVER CITY. (Meriden CT, circa 1930).

1310. MISCELLANEOUS. [Plated- and Silverware]. S. Blanckensee & Son, Ltd. HALL-MARKED SILVER CIGARETTE CASES, BOXES, CANDLESTANDS, VASES, DISHES, ETC. (Birmingham England, circa 1910). 52pp


1313. MISCELLANEOUS. [Plated- and Silverware]. Oscar Leach & Co. OUR SPECIAL NET PRICE LIST FOR 1888. MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY. (Durham CT, 1888). 4pp.,


1317. MISCELLANEOUS. [Plated- and Silverware]. Georg Jensen Inc. JUST WHAT I WANTED. (NY, 1930's). 8pp..

1319. MISCELLANEOUS. [Rural Economy]. Butler Brothers. SEND FOR THIS BOOK. (NY, 1920). Folio, illustrated advertising broadsheet, folded into four pages, 18" x 24


1322. MISCELLANEOUS. [Rural Economy]. Standard Watch Company. "DO YOU WANT A LINE OF 50 CENT GOODS TO SELL FOR 25 CENTS?" (Syracuse NY, circa 1890). Broadsheet, approx. 19" x 24


1324. MISCELLANEOUS. [Rural Economy]. The Charles Williams Stores. SPRING BARGAINS. (Chicago, [1916]). 64pp.


1328. MISCELLANEOUS. [Rural Economy]. W. N. Swett & Co. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST OF POPULAR GOODS. (Lynn MA, [1887]). 32pp.


1330. MISCELLANEOUS. [Sewing Machines]. Davis Sewing Machine Company. THE DAVIS VERTICAL FEED SEWING MACHINES. (Dayton OH, 1893). 24pp


1333. MISCELLANEOUS. [Sewing Machines]. The Youth's Companion. FROM FACTORY TO HOME DIRECT. (Boston, 1928). 20pp..

1334. MISCELLANEOUS. [Sewing Machines]. The Singer Manufacturing Company. SOMETHING NEW! NEW IMPROVED HIGH ARM SINGER. (Williamantic CT, circa 1875). handbill, approx. 4" x 8.75"


1338. MISCELLANEOUS. [Theatrical Supplies]. The American Mask Manufacturing Co. Inc. NET PRICE LIST. PAPIER MACHE, LINEN, WIRE, GAUZE, WAX AND SHOW MASKS, ETC. (Findlay OH, 1928). 16pp..

1339. MISCELLANEOUS. [Theatrical Supplies]. Funk Wig Company. WIGS - BEARDS - MUSTACHES. THEATRICAL COSTUMES. (NY, 1929). 32pp..

1340. MISCELLANEOUS. [Theatrical Supplies]. A. Rothe. AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THEATRICAL WIGS, TOGETHER WITH A FEW HINTS ON MAKING UP. (Boston, 1915). 56pp

1341. MISCELLANEOUS. [Theatrical Supplies]. Cleon Throckmorton. CATALOG OF THE THEATRE. (NY, 1932). 72pp..


1346. MISCELLANEOUS. [Washing Machines]. The Maytag Company. THE FARM WOMAN'S DREAM COME TRUE. MAYTAG ALUMINUM WASHER. (Newton IA, early 20th century).

1347. MUSIC. [Accordions]. R. Galanti & Bros. LATEST MODELS PIANO KEY ACCORDIONS BY GALANTI BROS. ([Boston: Wurlitzer, early 20th century]). Broadside,

1348. MUSIC. Barth & Fritze. SIMROCK'SCHE MUSIKHANDLUNG. (Berlin, circa 1870). Illustrated broadside, approx. 18.75” x 12.75

1349. MUSIC. Clark & Hart, Sheet Music and Music Books. ENLARGED AND LATEST CATALOGUE OF FULL SIZE STANDARD SHEET MUSIC. (West Winsted CT, 1892).


1352. MUSIC. Continental Music Company. MUSICAL MERCHANDISE. CATALOG. FOR DEALERS ONLY. (NY, Chicago, and San Francisco, 1930-31). 221pp


1354. MUSIC. Fort Wayne Organ Company. PACKARD ORGAN. (Fort Wayne IN, 1880's).


1356. MUSIC. Herman W. Brown, Shop and Sales Rooms. Gloucester MA. Local Agent. CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION SHEET MUSIC. THE WORLD'S BEST

1357. MUSIC. John Hempton. LONDON PIANOFORTE AND MUSIC WAREHOUSE. (Londonderry Ireland, probably 1870's). Broadside, approx. 8.5" x 11".

1358. MUSIC. Koch & Korselt. KLAVIERBAUWERKE. (Reichenberg in Bohmen, 1920's). 12 leaves


1360. MUSIC. Victor Company. VICTOR RECORDS FOR EASTER. ([Camden NJ, 1917]).


1367. MUSIC. Vose & Sons Piano Company. YE LITTLE DRAWING BOOKE WITH LITTLE PICTURES FOR LITTLE FOLKS. (Boston, early 20th century). 4 leaves with tissue overlays


1373. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Angle Steel Stool Co. STEEL EQUIPMENT FOR OFFICE AND FACTORY. (Plainwell MI, [1938]). 15pp.


1375. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Autopoint Company. IMPRINTED AUTOPOINT BUSINESS GIFTS KEEP PROSPECTS REMINDED! (Chicago IL, 1941)

1376. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Autopoint Company. Division of Cory Corporation. BUSINESS GIFTS BY AUTOPOINT. (Chicago IL, 1954)

1377. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. HUNT'S SILVERINE PENS. (Camden NJ, circa 1905)

1378. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Cole Steel Equipment Co. STEEL OFFICE ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT. CATALOG No. 30. COLE STEEL CASH BOXES. (Long Island City NY, [1931]). 20pp.


1380. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Dennison Manufacturing Co. PRICE SHEET No. 5. TAGS AND STATIONERS' SPECIALTIES. CATALOGUE PAGES SHOWING SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, TAG ENVELOPES, CLASP ENVELOPES, KEY TAGS, JEWELERS' TAGS, ETC. ETC. (Boston and elsewhere, [1903]?). 20pp

1381. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Effanjay Pens Inc. SILVERLINE. THE PEN LINE WITH THE DISTINCTIVE SILVER TIP. (NY, probably 1950's). 12 leaves


1384. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Emerson & Company. CATALOGUE 65. NUMBERING AND DATING MACHINES, FOR USE BY COMMERCIAL HOUSES, FABRIC MILLS, BANKERS, BROKERS AND PRINTERS, SHIRT AND SHOE MANUFACTURERS. (Boston, circa 1905-10). 16pp.


1388. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. [Pens]. Joseph Gillott and Sons Ltd. SUPERFINE DRAWING & MAPPING PENS. CATALOGUE P34. DRAWING PENS. (NY, earlier 20th century). 3.75" x 9" in 12pp.


1390. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Royal Desk Company. MODERN OFFICE EQUIPMENT. (NY, [1929]).


1392. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. The General Fireproofing Co. CATALOG No. 28A. G-F ALLSTEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT. (Youngstown OH, 1928) 120pp.

1393. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. The Hamilton Manufacturing Company. DRAFTING ROOM FURNITURE. (Two Rivers WI, [1917]). 36pp

1394. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. The Oliver Typewriter Company. THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER. THE No. 3 MODELS. (Chicago IL, [1902, 24pp


1395. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. The Rough Notes Company. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. GUARANTEED INSURANCE SUPPLIES. (Indianapolis IN, 1915). 154pp

1396. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. Thomas Hollis, Druggist and Chemist. Advertising Broadside: "HOLLIS'S EXTRA FINE BLACK INK POWDER. A SUPERB ARTICLE. FOR MAKING A FINE BLACK WRITING INK, WITH VERY LITTLE TROUBLE, FOR STEEL OR QUILL PENS. FOR SALE HERE." ([Boston, circa 1850]). Measures 10.5" x 7.25".


1399. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. [Typewriters]. Trade Card. Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict. "THE REMINGTON TYPEWRITER. RECORD AT PARIS EXPOSITIONS: 1878 GOLD MEDAL. 1889 GOLD MEDAL. 1900 A GRAND PRIX." (Boston, [1900]). approx. 3.5" x 5.5"

1400. OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT. [Typewriters]. The Oliver Typewriter Company. THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER. (Woodstock & Chicago IL, [1907]). 24pp.

1401. PAINTS & VARNISHES. A collection of some 90 (ninety) paint chip sample folders, or flyers, or small brochures. (Vps, late 19th through mid-20th century). Generally in 16mo format, some a little larger, the vast majority bearing bright paint chip samples mounted. Includes examples from these firms (and others): Alabastine Company; Wadsworth Howland & Co.; Benjamin Moore; Boston Varnish Co; Chicago White Lead & Oil Co; Detroit White Lead Works; etc.


1404. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Boston Varnish Company. KYANIZE SELF-SMOTHING PAINTS - ENAMELS. BRING YOUR BRIGHT IDEAS TO LIFE WITH COLOR. (Boston, 1941). 24pp.

1405. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Boston Varnish Company. KYANIZE FLOOR FINISH. STANDS THE SCUFF AND TREAD OF HEAVY SHOES. (Boston, circa 1910-20, approx. 3.75" x 8.75"
1406. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Burgess, Fobes & Co. MANUFACTURERS OF WHITE LEAD, ZINC, FINE COLORS IN OIL AND JAPAN, VARNISHES, ETC. (Portland ME, 1860's and 1870's). 64pp. + seven (7) actual illustrated

1407. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Edward Smith & Co. ARCHITECTS' HAND BOOK. SPECIFICATIONS FOR PAINTING, VARNISHING, ENAMELING, ETC. (Chicago & NY, 1922). 24pp..


1409. PAINTS & VARNISHES. F. O. Pierce Company. CONFIDENTIAL PRICE LIST. SCHEDULE No. 11B. (Brooklyn NY, 1939). 4pp..


1412. PAINTS & VARNISHES. F.O.Pierce Company. PIERCE PRICE BOOK. (NY, 1933 and later). unpaginated.

1413. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Geo. E. Watson Co. CATALOG No. 72. WATSON PAINTER'S SUPPLIES AND BRUSHES. GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY. 1888 TO 1938. SIGN, SHOW CARD, PROCESS, ARTIST MATERIALS. (Chicago, 1938)., 72pp

1414. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Gerstendorfer Brothers. GLOSS CARRIAGE COLORS. (NY & Chicago, circa 1890). Trade card, 6.25" x 3.75".

1415. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Great Western Paint Mfg. Corp. GREAT WESTERN PAINT CATALOG. WHOLESALE PRICES. (Chicago & elsewhere, 193180pp


1417. PAINTS & VARNISHES. John Lucas and Company. LUCAS LUCO-KWIK DECORATIVE ENAMEL. (Philadelphia PA, mid-20th century). three panels per side,

1418. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. DIXON'S SILICA-GRAPHITE PAINT FOR PROTECTION OF HEATED SURFACES. (Jersey City NJ, 1900). flyer, 4pp.
1419. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Lowe Brothers Paints and Varnishes. PRACTICAL HINTS ON PAINTING AND DECORATING. WITH PICTORIAL COLOR SUGGESTIONS. (Dayton OH, 1935). [60]pp

1420. PAINTS & VARNISHES. National Lead Company. COLOR PACK FOR PAINTERS. (NY, 1920's 2 leaves of text + 26 leaves of actual mounted paint swatch samples.


1422. PAINTS & VARNISHES. O. W. Ingersoll, Proprietor. INGERSOLL PAINT BOOK. TELLS ALL ABOUT PAINT AND PAINTING. (Brooklyn NY, [1908]). 61pp.


1424. PAINTS & VARNISHES. Republic Varnish Company. SMALL COLLECTION OF BRILLIANTLY COLORED LABEL SAMPLES. (Newark NJ, 1920's or 1930's).


1431. PAINTS & VARNISHES. The Patterson-Sargent Co. GLOSFAST PUTS NEW BEAUTY ON THINGS HERE, THERE, EVERYWHERE. LONGER LASTING
BEAUTY AND PROTECTION AT A SAVING WITH BPS HOUSE PAINT. (Cleveland OH, 1933). seventy-eight (78) variously colored mounted paint chip samples.


1436. PAPER. Badische Company. ANILINE COLORS FOR PAPER. (NY, circa 1910).


1440. PAPER. Crane Brothers. "GOLD MEDAL" LINEN RECORD PAPERS. (Westfield MA, 1900). 3 leaves of text and 12 paper samples with descriptive text in upper right corner.

1441. PAPER. Dennison Manufacturing Company. DENNISONS CREPE PAPER ROPE WORK. (Boston, [1915]). 8pp.

1442. PAPER. Edgar M. Smith & Son. PASTED BRISTOLS. CUT CARDS. (NY, [1889]).


1444. PAPER. John McCabe & Co. LARGE STATIONERY STORE. (NY, 1930's). 12 leaves.


1447. PAPER. Lionel Moses, Importer. SAMPLE BOOK No. 27. JAPANESE WOOD VENEER. (NY, circa 1910). 13 leaves


1449. PAPER. Steiner Paper Corporation. FINE DRAWING PAPERS AND BOARDS FOR BRUSH, PEN AND PENCIL. (NY, ca. 1933). cover leaf + 12 sample leaves

1450. PAPER. The Alling & Cory Co. BOND LINEN WRITING MANIFOLD LEDGER SAFETY. ALCOR PAPER. (Np, 1930's).

1451. PAPER. The Sabin Robbins Paper Company. SAMPLE OF SEAGREAVES COVER. (Cincinnati OH, mid-20th century?).

1452. PAPER. The Thompson & Norris Company. PRICE LIST OF BOTTLE BOXES AND CORRUGATED BOTTLE WRAPPERS. (Boston, 1904)., 4pp.

1453. PAPER. The Thompson & Norris Company. CORRUGATED BOTTLE WRAPPERS, FOLDING BOTTLE BOXES, AND CORRUGATED SPECIALTIES FOR BOTTLED GOODS. (Boston MA, circa 1900)., 8pp

1454. PAPER. United States Mailing Case Company. THE NEW FEATHERWEIGHT MAILING CASE. (Lowell MA, circa 1900-05). approx. 3.75" x 8.5"


1466. PHOTOGRAPHY. G. Hare, Maker. THE LADIES' CAMERA. (London, 1875).


1470. PHOTOGRAPHY. Hammer Dry Plate Company. HAMMER'S LITTLE BOOK. A SHORT TALK ON NEGATIVE-MAKING. FORMULAS AND PRICE LISTS. SIXTH EDITION. (St. Louis MO, circa 1900). 48pp.

1471. PHOTOGRAPHY. Invoice: "GEORGE M. LOVELL, PHOTOGRAPHER, AND DEALER IN PASSEPARTOUTS, FRAMES, ETC. ETC." (Southbridge MA, Sept. 5, 1884). Single leaf, approx. 5.5" square

1473. PHOTOGRAPHY. Kilborn Photo Paper Co. KRUXO. A PRACTICAL, PERMANENT DEVELOPING-OUT PAPER. (Cedar Rapids IA, 1911).


1478. PHOTOGRAPHY. W. B. Clarke & Co. CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF OLD AND HISTORIC HOUSES. (Boston, circa 1885). 4pp.

1479. PRINTING. A.E. Bennett, Publisher. THE STAMP ITEM. VOLUME I, Nos. 1, 3, 6 & 7. (Hubbardston MA, 1897-98). 4pp.


1484. PRINTING. George Damon & Sons. OFFICIAL HAND-PRINTING PRESSES. FOR PRINTING ON DRAWINGS, BLUE PRINTS, TAGS, CARDS, OFFICE FORMS, ETC. (NY, [1921]). 12pp.


1490. PRINTING. Power Numbering Machine Company. CARTON MARKING. (East Boston MA, [1908]). 12pp


1492. PRINTING. S.M.Spencer. STENCIL WORKS. (Boston MA, circa 1890).

1493. PRINTING. The Harter Publishing Company. COMMENCEMENT INVITATION AND ANNOUNCEMENT SAMPLES. (Cleveland OH, [1932]). thirty-one different pieces of printed ephemera - name cards, lined envelopes

1494. PRINTING. The Hicks Judd Co., successors to Hicks & Judd Bookbinders & Women's Co-Operative Printing Union. BLANK BOOKS. (San Francisco CA, circa 1890). Single leaf, 5.75" x 9".

1495. PRINTING. The Newburgh Daily News. SAMPLES OF DIE STAMPING. WE WILL SUBMIT SKETCH OF ANY WORK IN THIS LINE FOR APPROVAL. BUSINESS - CRESTS - MONOGRAMS - ON CARDS, PAPER OR ENVELOPES. (Newburgh NY, 1905). 18 leaves

1496. PRINTING. The Pohlson Galleries. THOUGHTFUL GREETING CARDS, APPROPRIATE FOR ANY OCCASION, OF ORIGINALITY, BEAUTY, DISTINCTION. (Pawtucket RI, circa 1915). 10pp..

1497. PRINTING. The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co. CATALOG No. 44. MANUFACTURERS OF APPARATUS, SUPPLIES AND MACHINERY FOR THE STAMP TRADE. (Springfield MA, [1926]). 240pp

1499. PRINTING. [Type Specimen Book]. Inland Type Foundry. PONY SPECIMEN BOOK. STANDARD LINE TYPE. (St. Louis, 1906). 243pp..


1504. PUBLISHING. American Fashion Company. SERVICE BULLETIN. (NY, [1915]). [12]pp


1507. PUBLISHING. [Bookselling]. Willis & Sotheran. No. XIX. DECEMBER. WILLIS'S PRICE CURRENT OF LITERATURE. A CATALOGUE OF SECOND-HAND BOOKS, ANCIENT AND MODERN, IN ALL CLASSES OF LITERATURE, IN GOOD LIBRARY CONDITION, NOW ON SALE AT THE LOW PRICES AFFIXED TO EACH. (London, 1865).

1508. PUBLISHING. Building Age Book Department. SELECTED LIST OF CEMENT AND CONCRETE BOOKS. ON SALE AND EXHIBITION IN BOOTH No. 315. AT THE NEW YORK CEMENT SHOW AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. (NY, 1910). 8pp.

1510. PUBLISHING. Charles Scribner's Sons. STORIES FROM SCRIBNER. FOR SALE BY W. B. CLARKE & CO. BOSTON. (NY, 1890's).


1512. PUBLISHING. David B. Clarkson Company. AFTER HOLIDAY CLEARANCE SALE. (Chicago IL, [1919]). [64]pp


1517. PUBLISHING. G. and C. Merriam Co. Publ. WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY. (Springfield MA, circa 1900-1910)., 32pp.


1521. PUBLISHING. Harper and Brothers. INTERESTING AND VALUABLE BOOKS. (NY, [1880])., 8pp.


1524. PUBLISHING. John Lane, The Bodley Head. THE LIST OF THE VALE EDITIONS, SOLD IN AMERICA. SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO ACCOMPANY THE DECORATIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS DESIGNED AND CUT ON THE WOOD BY CHARLES RICKETTS. (?)NY, [1897]). 4pp.


1527. PUBLISHING. Munsey's Magazine, Classified Advertising Department. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IN MUNSEY'S MAGAZINE. (NY, 1906)., 8pp

1528. PUBLISHING. [Newspapers]. Troy, New York, Weekly Times. OUR PRICE FOR THE TROY WEEKLY TIMES IS 90 CENTS FOR ONE YEAR! (Troy, NY, [1883]).


1534. PUBLISHING. The Outing Publishing Company. WHAT IT STANDS FOR. (Deposit, NY, 1908 [16]pp
1535. PUBLISHING. The Paris Fine Art Publishing Co. CATALOGUE OF TISSOT'S OLD TESTAMENT PAINTINGS. (NY, [1902]). 26pp

1536. PUBLISHING. The Roycroft Press. A FINE COLLECTION OF THIRTY-FIVE OF THEIR TRADE CATALOGUES. (East Aurora NY, 1900-13).


1539. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. [Astronomy]. C. A. Steinheil Sohne. ASTRONOMISCHE FERNROHRE. (Munchen, 1926). 32pp


1541. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. August Waeldin. RESEARCH MICROSCOPES AND ACCESSORIES. (NY, ?1950's). 14pp


1543. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. Carl Zeiss. ZEISS SPECTROSCOPES AND SPECTROGRAPHS. (Jena, [1929]). 52pp.


1547. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. Eugene Dietzgen Co. CATALOGUE. ELEVENTH EDITION. DRAWING MATERIALS, SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS, MEASURING TAPES. (Chicago, 1921), 406pp.


1553. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. [Scales & Weights]. Osgood Scale Company. CATALOGUE. (Binghampton NY, 1903). pp. (3)-60,


1558. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. The Frederick Post Company. 18th EDITION. CATALOG. DEPENDABLE DRAWING MATERIALS, SENSITIZED PAPERS AND CLOTHS, ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES. (Chicago IL, [1936]). 416pp.

1559. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. The Frederick Post Company. NEW POST DRAFTING MATERIALS. (Chicago, [1949]), 416pp

1560. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. The Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co. THERMOMETERS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES. 1920 EDITION CATALOGUE. SECTION 200. (Brooklyn NY, 1920), pp. 203-258,

1561. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. The Scientific Shop. CATALOGUE D. OPTICAL PARTS. TELESCOPIC OBJECTIVES, TELESCOPIC MIRRORS, EYEPIECES, TEST PLANES, PLANE PARALLELS, PRISMS, LENSES, ECHELON GRATINGS, INTERFEROMETER PLANES, ICELAND SPAR PREPARATIONS, QUARTZ PREPARATIONS, ROCK SALT PREPARATIONS, DIFFRACTION GRATINGS, MICROSCOPIC LENSES, PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES, ETC. (Chicago IL, [1907]). 48pp.

1562. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. The Thermal Syndicate Ltd. LABORATORY VITREOSIL. FUSED PURE SILICA AND QUARTZ WARES. FOR USE IN CHEMICAL AND OTHER LABORATORIES, SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH WORK. (Brooklyn NY, 1930). 68pp.


1566. SHOES. A. F. Fox & Son. FINDING CATALOGUE. (Portland ME, circa 1900). 44pp. shoemaker's trade and a number of ordinary or odd promotional business items.


1568. SHOES. Anderson Shoe Company. THE ANDERSON SHOE. MADE IN 110 STYLES DIRECT TO WEARER BY PARCEL POST. (Baltimore MD, 1918). 64pp.

1570. SHOES. Blum Shoe Company. MANUFACTURERS OF WOMAN'S, CHILDREN'S AND MEN'S FELT SHOES. DEALERS PRICE LIST No. 27. FALL AND WINTER. (Dansville NY, 1903). 32pp.


1573. SHOES. Edward E. Spencer & Co. SUPPLEMENT No. 1. IMPROVED SHOE MACHINERY AND SPECIAL MACHINERY FOR HARNESS, BELTING, TRUNK, BAG AND LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURING. SHOE MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES. (NY, [1901pp. 213-(360)


1578. SHOES. Henry Damon & Co. LIST OF C-O-D PRICES! (Boston, May 1st, 1868). Broadside leaf approx. 10.5" x 16.5"


1580. SHOES. J.S.Coward. THE COWARD SHOE. (NY, [1913) 48pp.


1585. SHOES. P. Short. LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S BOOT & SHOE MANUFACTURER. (Dublin Ireland, 1873). 8" x 7"

1586. SHOES. Pratt Brothers. "THEY ARE GOING TO PRATT BROTHERS FOR SHOES. THEY ARE THE RELIABLE PEOPLE." (North Adams MA, 1902, 4pp.


1589. SHOES. Swain, Fuller Mfg. Company. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE No. 3. OF IMPROVED BOOT AND SHOE MACHINERY. (Boston, 1893) 120pp


1591. SHOES. The Irving Drew Company. ILLUSTRATED FOOTWEAR FASHIONS. (Portsmouth OH, Spring 1902-09), 24pp.


1594. SHOES. Thomas G. Plant Company. THE FAMOUS QUEEN QUALITY SHOE FOR WOMEN. FALL AND WINTER. (Boston MA, 1902).


1596. SHOES. United Shoe Machinery Company. THE SHOE IN ROMANCE AND HISTORY. By Herbert C. Towle. (Boston, circa 1920). [28]pp
1597. SHOES. Wm. H. Horn & Bro. Inc. THE "TRUFIT" ADJUSTABLE ARCH LIFT. THE ONLY REALLY ADJUSTABLE LIFT FOR TIRED, WEAK OR FLAT FEET. (Philadelphia PA, circa 1905). 16pp..


1604. SPORT & SPORTING. [Angling]. True Temper Corporation, Fishing Tackle Division. FISHING AT ITS FINEST. TRUE TEMPER. ROD OF CHAMPIONS, LURES OF EXPERTS. (Geneva OH, circa 1940-1950). 16mo format, folding out into six panels per side, with line drawn and halftone illustrations.

1605. SPORT & SPORTING. [Angling]. Vex Bait Company. FOR REAL SPORT TRY THIS. NEW VEX BAITS. A LURE FOR EVERY GAME FISH. (Dayton OH, 1932). 16pp..

1606. SPORT & SPORTING. [Dogs]. Stanley Blake, Manager. DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG AND PRICE LIST OF CLASSES IN BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS. SETTERS, POINTERS, FOX HOUNDS, COON HOUNDS, AND AIREDALE TERRIERS. TRAINED FOR ALL PURPOSES FOR WHICH HUNTING DOGS CAN BE USED. (Berry KY, [1922]). 76pp..

1607. SPORT & SPORTING. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. SMOKELESS SHOTGUN POWDERS. (Wilmington DE, [1931]). 120pp.


1615. SPORT & SPORTING. [Guns]. A. F. Stoeger Inc. CATALOG No. 25. ARMS AND AMMUNITION. GUN ACCESSORIES AND REPAIR PARTS. (NY, [1934]). 304pp


1624. SPORT & SPORTING. International Silver Company. SPORTS AND TROPHIES FOR THEM. ([Meriden CT], 1938). 48pp


1626. SPORT & SPORTING. Manufacture Francaise d'Armes & Cycles. TARIF-ALBUM. (Saint-Etienne, Loire, France, 1938). 776pp


1628. SPORT & SPORTING. [Rowing]. George Booth Rice Corporation. PRICE LIST OF OARS, PADDLES, POLES, ETC. (NY, circa 1925). 8pp


1630. SPORT & SPORTING. [Swimming]. Connolly Brothers Inc. ZENITH TENNIS COURTS, SWIMMING POOLS. (Beverly Farms MA, [1929]). 8pp.


1635. SPORT & SPORTING. [Swimming]. The Hussey Manufacturing Company, Ironworkers Since 1835. WATER SPORTS EQUIPMENT. (North Berwick ME, 1928). 4pp


1638. STOVES. C. Seaver. AN OPPORTUNITY TO SECURE A FORTUNE WHICH YOU WILL NEVER HAVE AGAIN. PLEASE READ THESE PAGES CAREFULLY AND ACT PROMPTLY, OR YOU WILL REGRET IT WHEN TOO LATE... PLEASE HAND THIS PAMPHLET FOR SOME FRIEND WHOM YOU WISH TO BENEFIT. (Traer IOWA, [1880]).


1640. STOVES. Detroit Stove Works. JEWEL COMBINATIONS AND RANGES FOR COAL AND WOOD. (Detroit MI, circa 1915).


1642. STOVES. George M. Clark & Company. YOU OUGHT TO FIND A GASOLENE STOVE TO FIT YOUR CASE OUT OF THE FORTY JEWELS ILLUSTRATED IN THIS LITTLE BOOK. (Chicago, 1893)., 16pp.


1645. STOVES. Henry N. Clark Company. CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. PARLOR, CYLINDER AND LAUNDRY STOVES, CAST IRON HEATERS, OIL HEATERS, BASKET GRATES, ANDIRONS, ETC. (Chicago IL, 1910). 76pp..

1646. STOVES. Jas. Wolstenholme, Manufacturer & General Agent. PEARSON'S PATENT RESPIRATORY COOKING STOVE. (Providence RI, 1858).

1647. STOVES. Kendrick Brothers. THE ALADDIN OVEN. INVENTED AND PATENTED BY EDWARD ATKINSON. (Boston, 1891). broadsheet, approx. 8.5" x 12.24"
1648. STOVES. Lesley & Elliot. TRADE CIRCULAR. GAS STOVES. (NY, 1864).


1650. STOVES. Phillips & Clark Stove Company. OAK ANDES. IT LEADS THEM ALL. BUY NO OTHER. (Geneva NY, circa 1900). 6pp

1651. STOVES. [Sweden]. Aktiebolaget Optimus. FOTOGENKOK UTAN VEKE. "OPTIMUS." (Stockholm Sweden, [1915]).


1653. STOVES. The Union Stove Works. CATALOGUE No. 78. STOVES, RANGES, HOT AIR FURNACES, FIRE PLACE HEATERS, LAUNDRY STOVES, GAS RANGES AND APPLIANCES, ETC. (NY, 1912-1913). 144pp

1654. STOVES. The Union Stove Works. MANUFACTURERS OF STOVES, HOT AIR FURNACES, RANGES, FIRE PLACE HEATERS, GAS RANGES, HOT PLATES, RADIATORS, OIL STOVES, AND A FULL LINE OF GAS APPLIANCES. (NY, 1904). 147pp


1658. TELECOMMUNICATIONS. [Radio]. A small collection of eighteen diminutive, 16mo format, trade catalogues from the following manufacturers: American Bosch Radio; Emerson Radio & Television; FADA Silent Radio; Federal Radio Corporation; General Electric Radio; King Radio; Magnavox Company (Oakland CA); Philco; RCA Victor; Stromberg-Carlson; Westinghouse; & Zenith. (Vps, chiefly 1939-41, a few earlier).


1670. TELECOMMUNICATIONS. Radio Steiner. "WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO BE IN THIS BUSINESS? A SUCCESS IN SWITZERLAND, EUROPE'S HEART." (Bern, Switzerland, [1946]).


1685. TELECOMMUNICATIONS. [Telephone]. S.H.Couch Co. Inc. BULLETINS #53, #54, & #55. *MULTIFONES FOR SMALL PRIVATE TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS. *AUTOMATIC RESET INTERCOMMUNIPHONES, SUITABLE FOR LARGE RESIDENCES, OFFICES, FACTORIES, STORES, HOSPITAL, PUBLIC LIBRARIES, Etc. *APARTMENT HOUSE TELEPHONES. (Norfolk Downs MA, 1913), 8; 12; 4pp.


1692. TOOLS. Chandler & Farquhar. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF TOOLS AND SUPPLIES FOR ALL KINDS OF MECHANICS AND MANUFACTURERS. ALSO IN STOCK GENERAL HARDWARE. (Boston, 1883). 56pp.


1697. TOOLS. Goodell-Pratt Company, Toolsmiths. TOOL BOOK NUMBER 14. 1500 GOOD TOOLS. (Greenfield MA, 1920)


1700. TOOLS. [Jacks]. F.C.Vibert. VIBERT'S LIFTING OR WAGON JACK. STRONG, SURE, SAFE AND SERVICEABLE. (Hockanum CT, circa 1877). nearly 5.5" x 8.5


1703. TOOLS. Keystone Manufacturing Company. ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST. NONPAREIL RATCHET WRENCHES AND COMBINATIONS. (Buffalo NY, [1891]). 8pp..

1704. TOOLS. Millers Falls Company. NEW ROGERS SAW. ALL IRON. (Millers Falls MA, circa 1880's).

1705. TOOLS. Montgomery Ward & Co. WOOD, IRON AND HEAVY HARDWARE. BLACKSMITHS' AND WAGONMAKERS' TOOLS AND HARDWARE. (Chicago, [1896])., 104pp..

1707. TOOLS. Perrin, Seamans & Co. CATALOGUE OF TOOLS, CONSTRUCTION TOOLS AND SUPPLIES, FOR CONTRACTORS, CITY AND TOWN DEPARTMENT, AND WATER WORKS. (Boston, [1888]) [16]pp

1708. TOOLS. Philadelphia Drop Forge Co. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. (Philadelphia, 1894-95). 20pp

1709. TOOLS. Pratt & Whitney Co. CATALOG No. 13. SMALL TOOLS. (Hartford CT, [1931]). 430pp.


1711. TOOLS. Richards & Conover Hardware Company. TINNERS' TOOLS, TIN PLATE, SHEET METALS, ROOFING MATERIALS, TINNERS' SUPPLIES. (Kansas City & Oklahoma City, 1916).

1712. TOOLS. Sargent & Company. SARGENT V.B.M. MECHANICS' TOOLS. (New Haven CT, 1911).


1714. TOOLS. [Saws]. E. C. Atkins & Co. Inc. SAW SENSE. (Indianapolis IN, circa 1915-20).


1718. TOOLS. The Cleveland Twist Drill Co. CATALOG 44. DRILLS, REAMERS, SCREW EXTRACTORS, ARBORS, MANDRELS, SOCKETS, MILLS, COUNTERBORES. (Cleveland OH, 1939). 253pp.

1720. TOOLS. The J.M. and L.A. Osborn Co. CATALOGUE No. 24. EVERYTHING USED IN SHEET METAL WORK. (Cleveland OH, [1920]). 248pp


1722. TOOLS. The Stanley Rule & Level Company. CARPENTERS AND MECHANICS TOOLS. CATALOGUE No. 120. (New Britain CT, 1919). 136pp.


1724. TOOLS. The Stanley Rule & Level Plant, The Stanley Works. *CATALOGUE No. 34. STANLEY TOOLS FOR CARPENTERS AND MECHANICS. *Ditto, No. 34. (New Britain CT, 1925-26)., 192pp..

1725. TOOLS. The Stanley Works Ltd. CATALOGUE No. 35. STANLEY TOOLS FOR CARPENTERS AND MECHANICS. (London, [1931]). 12pp.,

1726. TOOLS. The Tubular Rivet Company. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF RIVETS AND MACHINES FOR SETTINGS. (Boston, [1875]). 22pp.


1729. TOOLS. W. P. Lindesmith's PRICE LIST OF ALL KINDS OF HANDLES, WHIFFLETREES, AND YOKES. NOVELTY WOOD TURNING. (Canfield Ohio, 1880's)., 4pp.

1731. TOOLS. [Wood Planes]. *Union Manufacturing Company. UNION "X" PLANES. (New Britain CT, circa 1885). Single quarto sized illustrated broadsheet on colored paper stock, with nine line drawn illustrations. *Stanley Rule & Level Co. BAILEY'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE IRON BENCH PLANES. (New Britain CT, circa 1885). Broadside, approx. 7.25" x 10.25"


1734. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Allis-Chalmers Co. BULLETIN No. 1640B. A NEW TYPE OF HYDRAULIC TURBINE RUNNER FOR LOW-HEAD DEVELOPMENTS. (Milwaukee WI, 1922)., 28pp.


1736. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Buckner Mfg. Co. CATALOG No. 35. BUCKNER IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY OPERATIVE CONDITION OF WATER SUPPLY. (Fresno CA, 1935)., [48]pp..

1737. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Builders Iron Foundry. GLOBE SPECIAL CASTINGS AND FITTINGS FOR WATER WORKS, MILLS AND RAILROADS. (Providence RI, [1903]), 64pp.

1738. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. C.A.Burton Machinery Co. READ WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT OUR DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY PLANTS. (Kansas City MO, [1905]). 16pp.


1741. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Charles J. Jager Co. PEERLESS DOUBLE-ACTING FORCE PUMPS FOR SHALLOW AND DEEP WELLS. (Boston, [1902]). 8pp.
1742. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Charles J. Jager Company, Consulting Engineers. WORK WE DO. CIRCULARS 316, 317, 318, & 319. (Boston, 1908). Four quarto sized sheets

1743. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Chicago Pump Co. Sewage Equipment Div. FOLDERS #25 (2 copies); #126B; #127B; #128 (several). CHICAGO COMMINUTOR. CHICAGO NON-CLOGGING PUMPS, ETC. (Chicago IL, 1932-1936)

1744. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Cochrane Chemical Co. EX-XL-CELL. (Jersey City NJ, [1932]


1747. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. De Laval Steam Turbine Company. DE LAVAL CLOGLESS PUMPS. (Trenton NJ, 1933). 16pp


1749. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Individual Drinking Cup Co. Inc. TRADE CATALOGUE No. 4. NOWADAYS THEY EAT AND DRINK FROM DIXIES, BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED. (Easton PA, [1928]), 24pp.

1750. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Ingersoll-Rand Company, & A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works. PROPOSAL PACKED FOR CENTRIFUGAL PUMP INSTALLATIONS. (Boston, 1924). 20pp.,


1753. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. John A. Brooks Inc. Underground Irrigation. "RAIN'S ONLY RIVAL." BROOKS UNDERGROUND IRRIGATION. PERFECT DISTRIBUTION. EVEN COVERAGE. (Detroit MI, [1930]). 16pp

1755. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Krogh Manufacturing Company. HIGH GRADE PUMPING MACHINERY. CATALOGUE NUMBER THIRTY-ONE. (San Francisco CA, circa 1900-1910). 32pp..


1757. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Lawrence Machine and Pump Corp. BULLETIN No. 206. NON-CLOGGING SEWAGE AND SLUDGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. (Lawrence MA, 1935).


1759. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Leader Iron Works. HANDBOOK OF HYDRO-PNEUMATICS AS APPLIED TO WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS. FOR THE PLUMBER, PUMP MAN, CONTRACTOR AND ARCHITECT. (Decatur IL, [1909]) 52pp.

1760. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Lunt Moss Corporation. CATALOG No. 27. WESTCO CHIPPEWA STEADY STREAM DEEP WELL PUMPS. (Boston, [1926])., 40pp.


1763. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Pacific Flush Tank Co. VARIOUS INSTALLATIONS BACTERIAL SEWAGE FILTERS. SHOWING APPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC APPARATUS. (Chicago IL, [1907]). 54pp.

1764. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Pacific Tank & Pipe Co. PACIFIC WOOD STAVE PIPE. (San Francisco CA, [1921])., 128pp..


1766. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Port Jackson Engineering and Manufacturing Co. THE RELIABLE WATER SYSTEM. INSTALLED AT PLEASANT VIEW STOCK

1767. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Power Specialty Company. HIGH DUTY HYDRAULIC RAMS. FOSTER HIGH DUTY RAMS. MOST EFFICIENT MACHINES FOR RAISING WATER BY WATER POWER. (NY, 1911). 16pp.

1768. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Power Specialty Company. THE PERFECTED HYDRAULIC RAM. RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE WILL DO WHAT NO RAM WILL DO. (NY, [1904]). 16pp.


1770. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Reading Foundry and Supply Company. THE PHILLIPPI DRINKING FOUNTAIN. CATALOG D. (Reading PA, circa 1930), 48pp.

1771. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Risdon-Alcott Turbine Company. TURBINE WATER WHEELS. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE. RISDON CYLINDER GATE TURBINE. RISDON REGISTER GATE TURBINE. ALCOTT HIGH DUTY TURBINE. (Mount Holly New Jersey, [1901]). 120pp


1773. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. S. Morgan Smith Company. MISCELLANEOUS PICTORIAL MAILING. (Boston MA, circa 1905-1910).


1775. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Saratoga Vichy Spring Company. SARATOGA VICHY SPRING. (Saratoga NY, [1884]).

1776. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Sohy, Constructeur Mecanicien. FABRIQUE D'APPAREILS D'ARROSAGE A JONCTIONS METALLIQUES. (Paris, 1883). 4pp

1777. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Thacher Beal, Proprietor for the New England States. PURE WATER. JENNISON'S PATENT DIAPHRAGM FILTERS, FOR PURIFYING WATER AND OTHER LIQUIDS WHILE UNDER PRESSURE. (Boston MA, [1846]). Single small illustrated broadside, approx. 6" x 10.75"


1780. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company. CATALOGUE OF GATE, VALVES AND FIRE HYDRANTS. WITH AN ENGINEERING APPENDIX. GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS. INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS. (Boston MA: McIndoe Bros., 1888). 166pp..

1781. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Columbus Pump Supply Company. DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY PERFECTION. (Columbus OH, circa 1910). Folding mailer, approx. 8" x 6"


1784. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Goulds Manufacturing Company. GOULDS PUMPS. BULLETINS 119, 120, 126. (Seneca Falls NY, 1921 - 23 - 24). Small 4to, self printed pict. wrps., 12, 12, 19p. each. Illustrated. -[with]- GOULDS PUMPS PROPOSAL. (1924)., 4 leaves

1785. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The James Leffel & Co. LEFFEL TURBINE WATER WHEELS. SPECIFICATIONS AND PROPOSAL FOR WATER AND LIGHT COMMISSION, INCORPORATED VILLAGE OF MORRISVILLE, VERMONT. (Springfield OH, 1924). 15 leaves


1787. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The R. Hardesty Manufacturing Company. HARDESTY WATER GATES. CATALOG No. 15. (Denver CO, [?1940]). 64pp.

1789. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Skinner Irrigation Company. RAIN FOR THE ASKING. ARCHITECTS' PORTFOLIO. (Troy OH, [1930]). 24pp.,

1790. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Skinner Irrigation Co. RAIN FOR THE ASKING. CATALOG No. 520-B. SKINNER SYSTEM RAIN IS FOLLOWED BY THE SUNSHINE OF PROSPERITY. (Troy OH, [1926]). 32pp.

1791. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The Stilell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co. CATALOGUE No. 23. VICTOR TURBINE. (Dayton OH, 1900). 183pp.


1794. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. The William B. Pollock Company. DESCRIPTION AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF A NEW 4000-HP HYDROELECTRIC PLANT ON EAST CANADA CREEK, NEW YORK STATE. (Youngstown OH, 1912)., 8pp.

1795. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Union Water Meter Company. CATALOG No. 34B. (Worcester MA, [1881])., 40pp.


1799. WATER & WATER SUPPLY. Widger & Miller Co. ECONOMY CENTRIFUGAL SUMP PUMPS FOR AUTOMATIC EJECTION OF SEEPAGE AND SEWAGE. (Boston MA, 1927). 16pp